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This project was developed under a sub-
contract for the Oregon Department of
Educatfon by Lanetommunity College,
Commipitylducation Division; Eugene,
Oregon. Funds were provided by the
Governor of Oregon from the Education-
ai Linkages CoMpopent of the CETA .
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STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE

it is the policy.pf the Oregon Department of Education that no
person be sithjecteci to discrimination on the basil of race.
nattonai origihaefigion. sex. age; handicap or marital siettis, in

:any program, -service or activity...for which the Oregon Depart-,.
thedtoLEducation-irresponsibtigThe Department w.111-cont

. with buelfUirinients-astatrandAdtral law concerning non.,
discIimiriatiori and will strive by its actio ns tirehhatfcelhe dignity
and.wprt4, of all persons.
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INTRODUCTION TO PRE-APPRENTICESHIP

DESCRIPTION OF APPRENTICESHIP

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship identifies an apprenticeable occupation

as a skilled occupation that requires a minimum of one year'of 2000 hours on.-

the-job_trainingThis-Pn-the-jpb-trainin9-apd-relaied-educational training

is the apprenticeable period. )

VIEWPOINTS'ABOUT PRE-APPRENTICESHIP

Pre-apprenticeship,is viewed in many different ways. by craftpersons, apprentice-

ship commilttees, educators and the general p blic.
, .

Concerns about pre-apprenticeship include the 'belief that the pre-apprenticeship
.

training will flood the market with applicants for apprenticeship or that

W. these trainees'will go to worloin the occupation as partly trainedworkers or

that pre-apprenticeship would,be considered a^guarantee of entry. into apprenn

ticeship. °These conflictingyiewpoints create problems for persons, interested

v
in apprenticeship training and makit difficult to operate pre-apprenticeship

. .

training programs.
-

,e.

4,1

NEED FOR PRE - APPRENTICESHIP

Pre-apprenticeship provides three benefits:
.

1.' Provides a screening device to_determine.motivation, interest, -

'manipulative aptitude and ability of Rersons to learn the skills

of the occupation. 0
.

2. Provides the individual with survival skills for handiingpersohal .

problems and interpersonal relations on the job that may include

abUse and sexual harrassment,

. Provides entry level skills to help make the apprentice productive

from -the first day on the job. The higt/ler entry level skills of
a..

the apprentice provides an incentive for the 'employer to hire

apprentices.

0
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PRE-APPRENTICESHIP HELPS PEOPLE

To select a skilled occupation. ,

To identify the educational requirements of an occupation.

To experience the hands-on skills of an occupation.

To develop good work habits.
!

* Good job attendance

* Punctuality .

* Dependability

* Time management

To develop good attitudes.

* Concern for the job

* Initiative

* Interest
ofr

I

* Healthy, cooperative working relations with fellow employees.

TRAINING LEVELS FOR PRE-APPRENTICESHIP

Pre-apprenticeship training Can be separ'aied into three phases or, stages of

training, These are:,

PHASE 1

Provides the trainee with an opportunity to explore several occupations. This

orientation to the trowel trades includes training in trade terminology,

I blueprint reading, tool usage, first aid and safety practices. This familiar -."

ization training fhciudes hands -on- ,experience in some of the basic skill.areas

together-with informatiop about the advantages-and requirements of trowel 'trade

work. The choice of akoccupation'to train for in Phase ,2 of Pre-apprentiCeship

will beliased on the experiences. If the trainee decides' not to purstie this

occupation any-further, the training received to this point will be useful in

every day-life.

Phase 1 includes diagnostic tests to determine if reading or mathematical

:deficiencies exist that-mould handicap a person in the trowel.tradeS..

Retedial work will be provided to correct these deficiencies.'

0



Success on the jOb is directly related to job attitudes, work habits, and the

individual survival and coping skills. Training will begin on tipping each

individua$ attain full potential in these personal skills.

Interpersonal skills will be developed which include:
ti

* Communication skills

- paraphrasing, perception checks, non-verbal communication

- communicating with superiors

* Personal effectiveness

- 'problem solving, family relationships, sexual harrassment and'

pestering on the job.'

* Interview techniques

- apprenticeship committee interview procedure

-PHASE 2
. ;

:This training begins the serious preparation for anoccupation. The training
,related to job attitudes, workohabits and,individual survival and coping .

Aills will be continued from Phase 1 with more emphasis on the relationship
r .to the job. , ,

Manipulative skills will be developed by the completion of a series of projects

involving basic trade skill's which have a carryover benefit to persons outside

of the occupation. At least. 3/4 o.the training, will consist Of hands-on

experiences. This instruction should be conducted by a skilled craftsperson
. ,

from the trade or occupation who-has the necessary teaching skills.

` 'The joint apprenticeship committee for the occupat4 ibn will .be iivit d to

observe the progress of trainees during Phase 2 and to evaluate e potential

for trainees for entry into apprenticeship. The.participatiori of the appro7

priate joint apprentiCship committee is essentialto the,success of a pre-.

epprenticeship program. This community involvement insures that the,training

is relevant to the occuptioa*and meets indus try training standards.

O
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At the completion of Phase 2:the trainee will have enough experience,with the

occupatidon to decide whether to continue with the training into Phase 3. The

joint apprenticeship committee will have knowledge of the quality of the _

t

,
.

training progr'am and will be in a position to,judge the qualifications of the

students, for entry into the apprenticeship training program.
,

PHASE 3

Training is concentrated on improvement of manipulative skills so that the.

trainee will be a productive employee.the first day on the job. This training

can be either industry conducted specialized training, secondary school voca-

tional programs or community college preparatory courses. specifically related

to the occupatiOn.. Trainees can als'eparticipate in co-op work experience

involving hands-on training it-the secondary or community college level.

Hands-on training is considered essential for an effective pretraining prci-
mitt

,gram.

The Phase 3 training periodTrovides the trainee with an opportunity.to search
- ,

for-an employer willing to take an appreptice: Frequently the employer pro-

viding co-op work experience training will hire the trainee as a regular

employee.

It'is possible that some employers will hire the trainee without further

'training. Some.of these employers train Specifically for their own needs. In

the process, jobdescriptionsitve become highly diluted. Instead of produc-,

ing journeymen possessing a wide range of skills, companies have settled for

.specialists trained to perform the specific tasks needed in certain narrow

operations. While this may be adequate to meet the-special needs of an indus-

try, it certainly will not meet the training and.Manpower needs of the nation

in the flAure:

Apprenticeship provides a broad base oftraining by giving the apprentice a'

wide range of'Skills which insures continuous employment. Workers least.

vulnerable to unemployment are those-with the highest and broadest skill's and

best training. The trainee should make every effort to enter an apprentice,

shtp,traibiiig Tirogram designed to provide training in all skills required

7



*
in the trade or go to work for an employer who will pr vide broad based

1.

training. {

ach trainee will choose a joint apprentiCeship committeemeeting to attend:

during Phase 3 training. This will provide an opportunity for:the trainee

committee and to

to-

become acquainted with members of the jRint appre-ti c00111

see how the committee functions.
!

PHASE 4 EMPLOYMENT AS AN APPRENTICE

Trainee-enters apprenticeship\training on a lirect referral paste under

agreement with the appropriate joint apprentice committee which permits persons

trained in programs financed with federal funds to enter appr nticeship on

direct referral. Direct referral eliminates Several of the rocedures in the

selection process and makes entry into apprenticeship less cumbersrl.

Not all joint apprenticesllip committees 'use the direct referral system. 'This

= is the reason why sponsors of pre-apprenticeship training shcluld directly

involve joint apprenticeship committees in the operation of theirprOgramt,

This provides committees with an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of

,pre- apprenticeship:

Thetfederal Job Corps Prog)<ams enjoy direct,referral placement in apprentice-

ship for the* graduates. The Job Corps operates an ideal pre-appeentfceshii*,

ptchfam. Proposed sponsdrs of pre - apprenticeship training are advised to_

visit the nearest Job Corps Center to see hoW the programs operate.

The 06 Corks 'Centprs in Oregon are located at:,

Angel Job.Corpsq
.Star Route North
Yachats, OR 97498

547-3137

TimberLake 4ob Corps
Star Route BOx 109
Estacada, OR 97023
834-2291



Wolf Creek Conservation Center
Little River Route-.
Glide, OR 97443
496L3507

I
Job Corps Center's in Oregon Offer Training in these apprenticeable occupations:

N

Tongue Point Job'Corp
Astoila; OR 97103,'

325-2131'

Carpentry
Cement Mason
BricktLeying

.
Plastering

Tile Setting

,

As.

1
Automotive

..- Painting

. -
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RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING PRE-APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

ADMINISTRATION

Pre- apprenticeship training can be conducted by various sponsors. These include:

secondary schools, community colleges, unions, employer associations, labor/man-

agement training trusts 'and private groups such-as O.I.Cs.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

U commi ,ttees

programs Gonducted by secondary schools and commvnity colleges. Pre-appi-entice-

se of broadLbased community advisory commtees is mandatory for pre-apprentice-

%

ship needs the support and recognition of thecommunAy in order to be successful.
4

The advisory committee should have representatives from these groups:

SchoslgoadministratiOn -high school principal

-board members

- vocational dir'ector :

-co -op work experience

-T & I instructors

Community -school graduate in trade

-member of joint apprenticeship committee

-employer member of trade

-employee.member.of trade

-union business agent

-industry training coordinator

-representative of financial community

- representative of press ,

Government personnel -ESD regional vocational coordinator .

-Oregon Division of Apprenticeship field representative

-federal Bureau of Apprenticeship representative

-State Dept. Of Education specialist



.1 1111 FINANCING

c

4.

Vocational training programs generally cost more than academic prOgrams because

the student/teacher ratio is Smaller, consumable supplies are required,-and

expensive equipment is needed. Resources to finance pre - apprenticeship training

are available from a number of sources. These include:

Vocational rehabilitates -tuition fees

',Federal funds for immigrants -Asian

-Cuban

-Spanish American'

Special grants - -U.S.Tept. of Labor

'U.S. Dept. of Education .

CETA

Industry

State Dept: of Education -1
7.t

Economi c Development pAmtnistratiori

Secondary school funding .---bastc school grant from federal funds

Community college funding -basic state funding
;4.0

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

9

The type of sponsor-for pre - apprenticeship training will determine the time-
.

block used for the program. If -training iststarted at tie 9th grade level, a

too-hour training period will generally be used. A half-day training period 'should

be.used for ag accelerated program at the secondary level covering two years.

,Community.college programs can be either half day or full-day4rograms. Private

sponsors generally will operate on a.full-da basis.

Instructors for the trade specific trainingshould bequalified'craft workers.'

these may be employed on a part-time basis, or full-time, serving several programs.

The necessity for skilled workers to teach the -trade specific items of the program

6
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cannot be over7emp4slzed. he work experience df skilled,craft workers gives

'them the insight into the ocupation needed' for, effective teaching.

MANIPULATIVE SKILL. TRAILING'
(

,

The manfpulative skills or hands-on experieneet provide the basis for a sollnd

and effective pre-apprenticeship training program. Unless this .training is,

availlble the program will not succeed. .

4
.

Important consideratibhs involve the folloWirig itemsfl

0

Basic tools

General orlishop tools

-tools required for each participant

-pdwer tools (purchased.or rented)

Materials -purchased by training agency

Training facilities

-purchased by othersitraining project'sponsor)

-donations by industry (defective goods)

-school'based

- community based

4

Training projects -school maintenance work -i

-simulated projects
s. .

-Community projects

-private projects ,(non,profit organizations-low,

income persons),'

COORDINATION WITH EXISTINd PROGRAMS

/

Pre-apprenticeship should be coordinated with related'programs in-secondary

.

schools and community colleges. .
.

,. ,
,

Welding . --
1

Electronict .

k Bludorinereading/drafting , . Industrial mechanicsclutter ,,,

Surveying ,/ Construction cluster

Automotive Electricity /elect cluster.
%

I
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MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS' .

Legisjation, community support. and political 'considerations will 41 have an

:effect, on pre - apprenticeship training. Activities related to tl) se concerns

include:

fr?
Workshops and technical assista4". -State Dept. of Edu Ation

Publicity notices - public service'

-newspaper. .

-radio

-translation -to Asian /Spanish American

Civil rights,_

Transfer of learning

V

-effect of civil rights compliance

-benefits of vocational training to other

occupational-endeavors

13
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COURSEOUTLINE

1.0 Introduction to the Plumbing Trade

. 1.1 History
1.2 Trends

.1.3 Working Conditions
1.4 Maces orEmployment
1.5 Hiring Practices
1.6 -Wages
1;7 COmmon Worker Tienefits

I

1.8 Trade Terminology

2.0 Diagnostic Testing

2.1 SATB

3.0 Survival Skills

3.1 Expectations
3,2 Communication Skills

46.
3.3 Givingand Reeefving Feedba&

I

4

3.4 Dealingwith Interpersonal Conflict
3.5 Group Problem Solving, Goal Setting and Decision Making
3.6 Wider. Influences and Responsibilities
3 .7 Identifying and DT/eloping Individual,Strengths
3.8 'Worksite Visits
3.9 Resumes

3.10 Interviews.

3:11 Appropriate Work Habits and Attitudes

4A Trade Math

. 4.1 Math Diagnotis
4.2 Math Remetial

4 .1

5.0 physical Requirements

5.1 Physical (Requjrqments

5.2' Developmental Processes

6.0 .Safety

6.1 General Safety
4

6.2 Personal Safety
6.3 Fire Types and Prevention
6-.4 Hygiene Safety
6.5 Hand Tool Safety
6.6 Power Tools

f"-

1 4
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111/1
7.0 First Aid

k

I

411

7.1 First Aid

8.0 Trade Tools t
.

8.1 General Tools .

9.0. Material

9.1 Galvanized Steel
9.2 Copper
9.3 ABS
9.4 PVC

9.5 Cast Iron

10.0. Processes

4 10.1 Basic Processes

11.0 Project

;
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II. WORD TO THE INSTRUCTOR

This course was designed to be a trade-relate-d, 'self-screening, job exploration

package, prOviding the student with basic trade theory, basic trade manipdla-

tive practice, projects and on-job-site visitations,.

Further, it iS,to be structors who are skilled in each of the

general topics described in the course outline and expanded on in the instruc-

tor's guide.,

The curriculum is comprised of two pai-ts: 1) the instructor's guide, and 2)

supporting modules and references whiCh are specified in the instructor's

guide. The instructor should seek other supporting resources where available

or necessary.

The instructor should,bear in mind that there are two broad objectives written

into the design of this course: 1) that the student will receive instruction in

the preapprenticeship m e of the trade (which is designed to enable him or her

to in e cposure to the trade to (a) aid in' making a career decision,

and (b) facilitate entry'nto the trade), and 2) that.the student will retain

some carryover skill's which Re or she. can use in life, 'even should the student

dec'ide not to enter the trade.

Essentially, this guide-is patterned after a program begun in Oregon in

1979-80.. The participants in the program are wholly CETA-sponsored, many with

motivational or physical. iptairments. :The program concentrates.on providing

motivational support and/or physical therapy. A typical program, broken down

into its major components, would be:

40% hands-on, manipulative work

30% motivational support work

10% job visitation

5% ,physical development' or therapy,

15%.class lecture, discussion, etc:



w

Not alt'institutions will have the resources, nor will all programs'-students

have the need, for such a breakdown. The instructor should identify the needs '

of the students and utilize the guide in the manner best suited to meet them. -
.

. .

III. RECOMMENDATI1ONS

Hands-on work is probably the best learning experience for students in traq
work. is essential if the two broad objectives listed above are to be met.
Therefore,. implied in the topics covering tools, materials and tasks or work
processes is the notion (emphasized in the Instructional Outcome for these
topics)-that the student will practice using the tools and materials described

a

'In lieu of describing in the Teaching Methods and Aids section of the guide
those tasks which will be performed with the escribe0 tools arid materials: the
writers leave it to the imagination and mater resources of the instructor.

. Practice is the method by which skill Is developed.
-

I
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Nat all institutions will have the resources, nor will all programs'students

have the need, for such a breakdown. The instructor should identify the needs.

of-the-students'and,utilize the guide in the manner best suited to meet them.

RECOMOE,TIONS

Hands -on pork is probably the best learning experience for students'in trade

wor(. It is essential if the two broad objectiveS listed above are to be met.

Therefore, implied in the.topics.covering tools, materials and tasks or work_
processes is the notion (emphasized In the Instructional Outcome for these,

topics) that the student will practice, using the tools'and materials described

therein. ittt'

In lieu of describing in the Teaching Methods and Aids section of the guide
*,

those tasks which will be performed with the described tools and materials, the

writers leave it to the imagination and material resources of the instructor.

Practice is ttie metbod by.whicR skill is developed.

7 , '



1.0 Introduction to the-Plumbing Trade

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify and briefly explain

the history, trends, working conditions, places of employment, hiring practices

and wage scale, as well as working pe ple's'benefits and trade terminology.

INTRODUCTION: In order to become, an effective worker or make an effective real-

,
iStic career decision, an individual must be pposed to,various aspects of the
trade.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINg TEACHING MEMODS.AND AID'S

1.1 History

A. Developing adeouate water and sewage

systems has always been a problem of

civiljzations.

'1. Evidence of plumbing systems has been

found to date back to 4500 B.C.
4

B. The Romans built aquaddcts to carry water

their cities.'

1. 'Excavations-show knowledge of masonry

and hydraulfts.

, A. discovered were municipal sewers,

cesspools for-priva,te homes,.

public restroms and athousand

public baths:,....

t,

Explain and Discuss

ILS Introduction to'the

Plumbing Trade

L
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Improvements of plumbing facilities did

not occur until 19th century.

D. Primitive sanitation during the Indus-

trial Revolution lecrto outbreaks.

E. ,Epidemics were controlled with the

development of separate underground water

and sewage systems.

F. Plumbindfixture§ (sinks, bathtubs, toi-

lets) were invented to bring potable

water into buildings and carry wastes' out

G. During the ,20th century, numerous plumbing

improvements have contributed to the

health of households.

1.2 Trends

A. Employment opportunities for ,Plumbers and

pipefitters will grow throuai the 1980s.

B. 'Plumbing growth relies on construction

activity.

C. Air conditioning, .solar heating and new

kitchen appliances will create new

plumbing challenges.

'N D. Fuel and power-plants will expand And

create plumbing and pipefitting jobs.

4

I

p
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1.3 Working Conditions

A. Pipefitters' and plumbers' work is stren-

uous,. #

1. Waryrig in awkward positions'or stand:-

ing for long 'periods.

. .

1,

B. Injut45, rate for contracted employees is

higher than for manufacturing firms.

1.4 Places of Employment

A. Plumbers or pipefitters work for contrac-

tors or are self-employed.

1. There were 428,000'workers in 1978.

1.5 Hiring Practices.
A.. Plumbers, and pipefftters learn 'their

trade in two ways.

1. HelperS to journeymen fo'r several

.years.

2. Enter an apprenticeship program

(sponsored through union-management-
-,

agreements).

,

B. Apprentice.helpe'ripend, four years in

, on-the-job training.

C. Classroom training is for 216 hours a

',year.

. Al3flicapts must be eighteen years old,
. -

-'4% A high school,diploma is desirable
with-.ql

chemistry,.math, mechanical draw -

ing, physic's and shop courses.,

Jobsite Visitation

Invite Job Specialist.

I

. et
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.2. Stie communities require a
.

nse. . ,

_
a. trade license deterotnes

ledge of trade and local.plu
-

'des. .

2, I

*A

1.6 Wage Scale

Fn 1978 pl mbers averaged 'over $10 pPr

hour. .

4'

B. Apprentices eceive 40% to 50% of rate

paid journey 'an workers.

1., Increases arespaid'every six months.

1. 6Mmon Worker BBefits

(

Unemployment In'urante

1. Purpose..

a. transition from jOh to job.

b.. ease strain of layoffs;

2. Source of benefits.

a. payroll tax on wages.

3. Eligibility.

a. depends on base year earnings.

b. -depends on reasons for leaving

work.

4. Level of benefits.

a. level ofbase year earnings.

5. Claims process.

a. report to Employment Division

office:

e

.so

*1;

I 4

ILS .CommonAorker Benefits

Invite Field Rep.

Wormien'S-Ompensation-Board

Bet Wage And Hour, '

Emglopient'DiVi,sion,

b. provide required information.

(1) employer's name and address.

(2) your social security number.

22
A

0
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.(`3) wage earning records..

(4) current address. I

6. Appeals /hearing process.

a. initiathd by worker.

b, in writing.

c. within time limits.

B. Wage and Hour Commission

'1. Purpose.

a. to investigate and attempt equit-

able settlement of wage claims.

2.A"Areas of claim review.

a. pay periods.

b. pay days.

c. ;final pay days.

d: wage payments in rases of dispute

e. methods of compensation and over-

, time.

f. minimum wage laws.

g. 'limitation of hours in certain

industries.

h. restriC4ons on employment of

minors. .

3. Jurisdiction.

a. Federal vs. State.

4. Claim Process_

a. contact wage and hour commission.

b. provide required information on
, e--

appropri,ate form.

(1) dates of employment.

(2) rate of-pay.

(3) reaSon for non - payment.

(4) estimate of atsputed amount.

c. wage claim conferende:

d. collection process.,

.
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6. protection against retaliation'for

filing a ,claim.

5. .Time limits for filing:

a. regular pay.

b. overtime pay.

C. -Workers Compensatiop

t'1. '1Purpose

a:1 provide medical care Payment-For

on-the-job accidents.

b. provide time loss payments.'

.c. 'provide-payments for permanent

d. provide death beigefits.

2 Source of benefits.

e. employer premiunis for insurance.

b. employee contributions.,

.1

3. Level of benefits.

a. complete for medical costs.

b., varies according to level of final

disability.

4. Eligibility.

a. any job-related accident or con-

dition causing the worker to leave

work and seek medical treatment.'

5. Claim process.

a. report accident to employer.

b. fill'out claim form.

(1) know your employer's legal

name.

(2) know_your employer's'insurallee

. carrier. .

c. see.yqur doctor for treatment.
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.

6. Final determination.

a, doctor's statement of stabilized,

condition.

. b. board's findings of disability and

payment.

r. Reopening claim for aggravation of

-injury without a new injury.

a. contact employer's insurance com-

pany if-obturs within the first .

five-years. ,

b. contact worker's compensation

board after' five years.

N.. 0
1.8 Trade Terminology

A. ComMon Trade Terms

.1. Burr--rough edge on metal left by"

cutting tool.

2. Dietool,used in cutting threads on
,pipe.

3. Pipe cutter-tool'used to cut pipe to
.

length.,

4. Cutting --section tag,.material'into pre-

determined-lengths.

Reaming--process of cleaning inside

lip of pipe after cutting,

6. Threadingprocess of cutting thread.

on .pipe end with die, and ratchet.

Union--coupling joint used in'repairs-
P".4. .

to.grovide intermediate access to-line

without completq disassembly from

'beginning of line.

8. Compression coupling'fitting used to

join two .cections of-pipe without

threading.



9. Branch--any part of a piping system

other than 'a main.'

10. Diameter (plumbing) r--nominalcommercial

measureMent'as used for piping,.

11. Drain--any pipe that carries used wate

or water bard wastes in a building

drainage system.

12. Grade--slope of pipe usually expressed

as the fall in inches per fodt in

.length of pipe.
,

13. Alain--principal pipe of a water supply

or sewer system.

14. Offset--cdffibination.of-eTbows or bends

which brings a section of pipe out

',.of direct line. ,

15, Riser--water supply pipe that .extends

Vertically one full story- or more.

16. Plumbing--all the pipes, fixtures and

other apparatus that bring in the water

supply and remove liquid and water bor

wastes.

17, .Siphonage=-a flow of water due ta

.

ft

difference in air pressure on the inle

and outlet sides as in a trap. .

18. Stack--vertical main of any system of

piping.

19. Trap=- fitting that allows free passage

of wastes but provides a seal of liquid
, ,

to prevent the_return passage of air 0

and gases through it.

20. Vent-=pipe installed to provide air

'within a drainage system to protect

trap seals from'siphonage and back

pressure.

4 O

,
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21. 'Building drain--part of the lowest

section of a building drainage system

that receives the discharge..from all*

the drainage pipe's inside the building

and carries it outside to the building'

sewer..

22. Building main--water supply pipe -in the

building inclbding fittings frowthe-

street main to the !first branch -of the

water distributing system. j
-23: Building sewer - -that part.of the bmild,

ing drainage syStem.that,extends from

the building drain, to the.street sewer

9
or other place of dispdsal..

24. Fixture--anyreceptaCle which receives
o

and discharges water, liquid or water

horn- wastek'into a drainage system.

,

I

1
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2.0 Diagnostic Testing/Plumbe

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The Student will compl te a Specific Aptitude Test
Battery (SATB), administelled by a qualified ex miner and will have .the results
explained by a qualified examiner.

INTRODUCTION: The General Aptitude Test Battery is a-standardized test that
has become recognized as the best validated multiple test battery in existance
for use in vocational guidance. The tests are used by apprenticeship commit-
tees to assist in the screening process for appropriate candidates when appren-
ticeship openings occur, and to provide individuals with an indiCation of the -

Probability of their being -successful in a particular,trad.
, 4Atib

Many apprenticeship programs require applicants to have certain aptitudes as
demonstrated by passing appropriate tests. For exampleothe applicant may be
required to pass Specific Aptitude Test Battery (SATB) administered by the
State Job Service: SATBs test two 43r more of the following nine general
aptitudes: -general learning ability (cognitive functioning), verbal aptitude,
numericaq aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception ability to perceive
small-detati), clerical,perception (ability to distinguish pertinent. detail),
motor coordination, finger dexterity and manbal dexterity.'

Each battery tests different combinations ;of tbese_aine general ap4tudes
because each occupation requires different specific abilities. The following
SATB tests and cutting scores are required by the apprenticeship committee

for the trade. The- studeht should be aware of ,the trade requirements and
deteltine how he or she feels about his oll1 her- abilities in the tested
aptitUdes in order to maire a career decision.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE
TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

KEY: Trade OcOpation,,Code # for the occupi-

Von .1'

SATB for the trade = Recommended cutting



scores for the trade

Location of the SATB within the GAfB

PLUMBER S#61R

Numerical Aptitude ..85

Arithmetic Reason; Book II, Part 6

Computation; !Wk. I , Part '3

Spatial Aptitude = 80

Three Dimensional; Book I, Part 3

1.

Clerical Perception ='75

Name Comparison; Book I, Part 1

Manual' Dexterity = 80

#9 Place, #10 Turn, Board

I

'Cut ing Scores

Adult Grade 10 Grade 9

Numerical Apti tude 80 76 , 74

Spatial Aptitude 95 94 91

Manual Dexterity 85 79 76

B.. Discuss Results:

I

X.

k
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3.0 Survival Sktlls /Plumber

,

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will learn and practice fundamental concepts
in: a) dealing with expectations, b.) communication c) giving,and receiv-
ing feedback, d) dealing with interpersonal conflict, e) group problon-solving,
goal-setting and decision-making, f) Outside influences and responsibilities,
g) identifying individual strengths,- h) appropriate work habits and attitudes,
and, i) phases of job search and workiife. "'

A

INTRODUCTION: Training and Proficiency in huMan4relations skills are essential
for successful adaptation to worklife All too often in job preparation pro-
grams, these basic survival skills are'neglected or put aside in favor of
training in the technical aspects of work.

This topic describes the many skills necessary,to become a stable, productive
and satisfied worker.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

3.1 Expectations

.,A. Predicting the future

1 Self-fulfilling p^ophecies

a. setting yourself up for failure

b. thinking positively '

Ar,

O

ILS Survival Skills-Expectations

.PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material

b6farehand, and think up some

relevant examples

AVAILABILITY

Te"availtble.to students. Go

around 'those students reading

the material. Be prepared to

answer. and ask Obestions that

increase students' understanding.

J0

re

S

O

'.
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B. Two-step process to opening up expecta-

tions.

1: Being idealistic and realistic

a. being Creative and'having ideas

1

?

b. keeping close to the faCts

c. effects of leaving out one of the

two steps.

A. combining the two

. C. Prejudice about other, groups.

'D. Being a winner

a

ELICIT RESPONSE

Ask individuals what they'would:
Ate

like to do most of all. Use

their reply even if it seems,-

trite. Suggest two alternative

possibilities - -the worst and

the best. Ask hOw each would

affect that student's feelings

and behavior at this moment.

RELEVANT' COMPARISONS

Illustrate creativity from

movies, TV or writing. Tell the

.beginning of a story'and ask for

suggestions on how it mig4Yehd.

Give the originial writer's ver-

sion. Show how anything

allowed in_creative ideas:

Suggest students read court

reports or news coverage.

STUDENTS' EXAMPLES

Encourage extreme examples of

. fantasy and of. sticking close to

the facts.

0 0

EXAMPLES OF'PREJUDICE

pow how stereotypes arise out

of stereotyped, expectations.

ROLE MODEL .4

Be heard thinking positively:'
r.

Encourage positive thinking in

students. ,

'..t



E. Self-Assessment--looking at common per-

sonal expectations

F. Post Assessment

3.2 Communicatioh Skills
(

A. Good communication

. 1. two-way process

2. importance

3. innate abilities

4. showing mutual respect

1

B. ActiVe listening.

1. Centering attention on the other,-

persdn.

a. beingseen to be listening

b. finding out what is important to the

other peyson

c. folloWing the other person's lead

listening to feeling

2. Checking that you have understood what

'.--the other person i,communicating.

a. /checking feeling

02

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Go through questions to see

where students are putting

themselves down, Give encour-

agement. Ask what they want

to change.

EXPLAIN

Read through examples, answer

questions.

FLEXIBILITY
\,_

Allow students to demonstrate

their understanding in less than

suggested number of situations.

ILS Survival Skills-Communica-

tion Skills.

PREPARATION .

Be familiar with the material.

BEING A ROLE MODEL

Demonstrate active listening.

Ensute that students voice prob-

lems and doubts. Allow frequent

opportunity for students to

give Aesponses \o ongoing wor

Be ready to demonstrate ba

examples of listening, to group
, .

or individuals, and contrast /1".

with good examples.

1
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. b. checking content

c. when it is inappropriate

C. Being listened to.

1. Your rights.asan i ndi vi dual

2. When to keep quiet

3. Avoiding being aggressive

4. A three-step approach

,a. showing you understand

b. taking responsibility for your own

feelings

c. suggesting alternatives --I\

D. Overall importance of respect for indiv-

iduals

1. Communication between equals

ti

E. Self-Assessment.

1: How individuals communicate with

others.

F. Practicing the skills in triads

1. Active listener. of personal experience

2. Role play being listened to

p

ASSERTIVENESS

Draw examples from books on

being assertive. Think up

appropriate examples in work
. _

context. Discuss aggresiive

responses with individuals.

Describe alternative approaches.

Discuss possible exceptions--

where aggression might be appro-

priate.

INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT RELATIONS.

Assess relation's in class in

terms of respect for, and equal,-

ity of, individuals. Ask stu-

dents for comments. .

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Give help and encouragement.

Find out, from students what'

skills they want to practice.

TRIADS

Form triads (trios) as students

finish SeleAssessment.

FEEDBACK

,Listen to one example of active

) listening in each triad. Give

suggestions for'improvement.'

Be open to-a1terndtive situa-

tions for the role play. En-.

sure students are willing to

practice being sensitive 'to

possible reluctance and shyness.

Be prepared to role play'your-

p

../
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3.3 Giving and receiving feedback

A. Importance of being able to give praise

and criticism (introduction).

ILS Survival SkillsTGiving and
.

Receiving Feedbadk

PREPARATION'

Be familiar with the material
.;

and prepared to palcticipate

actively and equally.

°B. Importance of group ,support and teamwork FACILITATION

1._Being a team member Facilitate continuously the

building of group support. Give

extra support to students who

have difficulties participating

hel=pfully, Enlist e of more

confldenfand verbal to share .

the responsibility,', Give, sup-

port, but princiii'ally be a neu-

tral chairperson or facilitator..

EncoUrage group members to ob-

serve each. others' non-verbal

behavior:between class times.

2. Building a team

'a. knowing where you are

b. pulling your weight

c% responsibilities for ()the'

d. group aims and goals-

3. Poor' working environments

a. indirect communication

b. not knowing where you stand

C. Reading attitudes

1. Hired or fired?

2. How do you come across to other people.

3. Interpreting other people's behavior

0. Giving and receiving positive opinions

1. Importance of praiser."

.2. Taking compliments.

3. Giving praise

E. Getp.ng and giving criticism

1. Its importance

2. Being criticized

3-Avoiding being threatened

4. Between equals .

F. Self Assessment-4elings and Preferences

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Give frequent verbal praise to

individuals who are working well

and to the; roup as.it becomes

-more sup Wive

I 4

.0

MONITORING , .

alkaround'and ask irermission't1

join in some partner discussiops

Encourage greater depth.' Avoid

any-judgments; Use paraphrase

,t)
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G. Assignments

.1. Telling individuals what you like

2. Reading attitudes within the group.

3. Opening self-sharin9 important exper-:

iencet

1

ai

4. Receiving direct positive feedback

5.'Receiving direct positive and negative

feedback

H. Post Assessment

3.4 Dealihg with interpersonal conflict

A. Consequences of poor interpersonal rela-

and feeling as checking skills..

A DEVELOPING PROCESS

Introduce when gr9up is ready.

First three assignments, could

be practiced even beford mo le

has been read. Explain, turn

each assignment to whol group;

Deal with worries, doubts oy)

questions before you begin.

f

Use all your facilititing skills

EsOeciallyy be sensitive to mem-
,

hers' no -verbal responses,

FgllorYup, after the class,

on any individual who is upset.

At all times encourage positive

support within the group.' .
I,

Be prepared to intervene if

criticism becomes to negative.

Organize small groups, or lead

discussion of'whole. group'. .Use

small groups: to extend each

individual's range of inter-

actions. 'o

ILS Survival Skil.ls-Dealing with

Interpersonal Conflitt

PREPARATION

Be-familiar-with the-mat r4-a-1

and ready..to supply fu her.

r

e

-

2,



B. Recognizing conflict in a work context

1. Open arguments

2. Possible causes

3. Consequences

C. Them. and Us atmosphere ,

1. The conditions you deserve

2. Whose responsibility?

D. Unproductive ways of solving conflict

1, Finding someone to blame

E. Productive Ways of solving conflict'

1. Taking responsibility fol- doing pme-
thing. about it

a. when people feel thr atenedby yo 'd

b. when you .eel threate ed

F. Remaining passive.

1. Poor working conditions
*

2. Physiological and psychological prob-

lems

3. Irrational fears

a.' fear of not being liked

b. fear of hurting others

G, Action mddel 'for solving. interpersonal

conflicts

rt

1. Choosing the best time

2. Taking responsibility for jour

, world of ,work.

BE AVAILABLE f.
Encourage students to'comment hod

question points as they arise.

Ask them to come up with their

own examples, either confirming

or dis'confirming.ihe information.

crl

RESPONSIBILITY

Throughout 8urvilal Skills, in-

dividual responsibility is re-

peatedly, stressed. 'Periodically,

reassess' your own-role. Avoid

being.pushed into the "expert"

stance. Try to be. an *partial

facilitator4 encouraging stud-
.

'ent's learning without passing

judgments. Ensure students take

responsibility for what they want

to achieve



.
3. The four-step language formula.

a. tell the other person that what ihe

or she is doing is upsetting you

b. speak your feelings

c: describe howhts or her behavior is

-affecting you

d. suggest an alternative4 *
H. Negotiating

1. Give and take

2. Compromise

I. Discrimination and prejudice

1. Different types

2. Dealing with it

J. Self Assessment

K. Assignments

1. Sharing in ,small groups.

L. Post Assessment

1. The formula

.

IDENTIFY IMPORTANT GROUP ISSUES

Deal in a nrtral m#nner with

examples of discrimination. Ask

.individuals for personal exper:-

ience of racial and sexual jprej-

udiceand discrimination. FaGrl

ilitate discussion on Equal Opp-

ortunity and Affirmative Actions.

Invite solutions to problems from

group members,

NEW

Be aware of any controversial,

issues that arise during the

:Self Assessment. Introduce them

to the group for general discus-

sion.

ORGANIZE GROUPS.-

ForM groups as students finish

writing. Limit talk to five

minutes on each topic. Maintain

some urgency,by announcing the

five minute intervals. 1.

COLLECT WORK

_Read and ke encouraging



2. Personal examples

3.5 Group Problem SolVIng, Goal Setting and

Decision-making

A. 10 -step model

1. Define the problem

2. Look.at the known facts'

whatis happening

b. who is involved
c

c. when does the problem occur

d. where does it occur

e. why has it become.a problem

3. Agree on your gqals

4. Pool ideas for achieving your main

goal without evaluating them

5. Look more closely at some of the more

interesting and unusual ideas

6. Include any other,ideas that you think

might be helpful
/A

7. Agree on some guidelines for achieving

your goal

a. be specific about minimum behavior

required

8. Decide on a plan to implement your

proposed solutions

9. Assess the-likelihood of success

10. EValuate the success of your decisions

after they have been implemented.

B. SelfAssessment. o.

written comments. ,Arrange con-

tract for completion of work with

any stulInts who produce low

standard work.

ILS Survival Skills -Group Problem

Solving, Goal Setting and Dec..

ision-Making

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS
. .

Know the10-step model without

having to refer to it on the page

Work through' the process before-

harid. .Have photocopies of the

\\model."

ave ready one large newsprint

ad and one marker for every

f ve students. Choose about stx

ex mples of unusual toolS or

materials that students are un-

likely to. have seen. Have them

ready, but hidden. Get advice

from specialisti beforehand.

AVAILABILITY '

Go around students'in class whil

they are reading material. Help

them understand the 10 steps.

CHECK.LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

Look over individuals' answers.

...Give help for misunderstandings.
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C. Assignment in small groups

1. Producing quality of ideas

2. Practice in thinkihg creatively

3. Identifying unusual objects.

4. Quality circle .

a

+lb

MATERIALS REQUIRED,

Sheets of newsprint and suf-

iticient markers

ARRANGE GROUPS

During these assignments, there

may be laughter and a lot of

excited talk. Encourage comp-

osition of groups on basis of

who works well together rather

than primary friendships. Keep

groups separated by space. Go

around groups, sit in and parti-

cipate. -Keep up speed of work

by givinglimited time to gather

ideas.

InviN spokesperson froth each

group to report back on ideas.

Write down ideas as they are

given and summarize range of

proposed solutions.

OBJECTS'REQUIRED

Supply one object for each group.
.

,

Choose trade tools or materials

that most students are unlikely.-

to have used. a

MONITOR PROGRESS
. I .

Encourage written records of

proposed solutions._ Ensure all

members of each group take some

:fesponsibility for finished pro -

.duct. If possible, get results

typed out so they can be shared

within larger group:

vs.



_ D. Post_Ass.essment

41.

4

:6 Wider influences and responsibilities

,

A. Relations with people in authority

'1. ForMal workplace

a. job titles

2. Informal workplace

a. unwritten rules and,,unstated expec-

tations

3. Showing respect and being relaxed

114

.8. Rdlationt with family and friends

1. Changes in responsibilities

2. Affects of changes on old relationships

a. being prepared ,

b. communicating problems
'45

3. Planning quality time

a. keeping work problems at work

.b. maintaining relation5hips d

%2

"t.

. .

PREPARE HAND01,

Have copies of 10-step model.

Make sure students check what

they have written.and correct it.

PERSONAL EVALUATLONS

Invite students to read out or ,

"tell others what they wrote under

2 in the Post Assessments

SurvivaPSkills-Wider Infldlf

ences and Responsibilities

PREPARAIION

Be familiar with the module and

gather useful newspaper cpings,

brochures and leaflets that il-

lustrate,the range of possible

i1fluences on somebody settling

dam to work.

g, A READY RESOURCE

Give examples informally to

students from personal experience

to back up information.

DRAW ON- STUDENTS' 'EXPERIENCE

Encourage individuals to think of

relpant illustrations from their

own eiperience.in a work setting.

40
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4. Kebping up leisure activities

5. Home problems at work

leaving problems at home

b. serious problems'

influences

1 apprenticeship

2. union

3, social organizations

4. other workers

5. state and federal agencies

D. Self Assessment .

I

E."Assignments

.5

<-

g

F. POI Assessment

a

4

1

.SUPERVISION

Ask students to show their an-
0

swers to the Self Assessment.

Since it a test of compre-

hension,- follow up on any &if-

ficul ti es revealed.

CHOOSING PARTNERS

Encourage students to work with

someone different each time!'

After majority of students have

completed assignments, hold a

report-back Cession with vihole-

group. Ask students to summar-

ize anddraw conclusions from

reports given.

---, DEMONSTRATE

/ Show' what i s reqUi red by i 11 us.-

.trati ng it on: a chalkboard.



3.7 Identifying and developing individual

strengths

4: Evaluating yourself and others

1. Expectations

2. Personal theOries

a. predicting

b., controlling

B: Identifying personal values

1. Significant role models

2. Eliciting personal constructs

3. Bi-polar nature ofsconstructs

a

ILS Survival Skills-Identifying,

and Developing Ifrividual Stre-

ngths

PREPARATION

Work 'through module beforehand.

Acquaint yourself with any areas

that might cause difficulties in

Understanding. 'Make extra copies

of exercise sheets. Refer to

ILS Expectations.

AVAILABILITY

Re at hand throughout this mod-

ule. For students'to discover

significant things abbut therm:

selves, instructions must be

folloWed closely. Ensure that

students have had a personal

relationship with each of people

listed in right Column., Ask

them to put names'they used to

address these people.

Check students' understanding of

procedure. If necessary, go

through method with whole group.

.Ensure that tIe description is of

importance to each student and

not-superficial, such as hair

color, etc.

St s that ,there is no correct

is important for eachanslr;

persciii-to w

posite to him o

regardless of.what

might say. Nti

'te what seat OP-

'her,peesonally

yone else

.!

. .
4 2



4. Identifying important personal values

5. Evaluating yourself:.

a. as YOU feel you are

b. as you would like to be

c. looking at the amount of congruity

L

6. Evaluating significant others,

a: comparing ratings

C. Influences on personal decisions

1 How much are you in control of your'own

life?

. Positive and negative influences. ,

a. other people

b. aspecti of self ,

c. organizations

a

ARRANGE PARTNERS

Go around and offer interpreta-
,

tions if requested or encourage

students to draw conclusions.

Ask what they recognize and what

is new.

DISCUSS WITH INDIVIDUALS OR

SMALL GROUPS

Be tentative about what is ident-

ified.: The conclusions can only

be significant if the individual

finds them significant. Use

words and phrases such as...,1it

seems...," "you may..." "I would

guess...." "it might indicate.."

Use grid to prompt questions :

rather than answers.'

.IN PARTNERS

Suggest each student in turn

tries to describe what people the

.other one might like and what

pedple he or she might.not like;

based_on the constructs' onpaper.

Ensure thafistudents follow in-
.

structions ctosely. Encourage

them to search for all influences

they have difficulty, suggest

situations where students make

choices, e.g. career, friends,.

classes, out-of-school activitie.T.

7
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'D. Time management

1. Organizing skills

2.'Beinq responsible :gr'your own life

3. Prime time

4: Making a timt:chart

a. procedure --

U. interpretation,

44,

E. Post Assessment

_1. Personal values

2. Influences

3. Use of time

a

EXTRA COPIES

Have ready prepared extra copies

of time chart

Ensure agreement oncompleting

time chart. Go over method of

. calculating actual time.

. Illustrate on chalkboard or

ne4sprint-paper;. give exampledf.

one day's record. Use tally

lystem. %

CHECK STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING

Do this before'anYone starts

recording.' It/migiit be'adOsabl

to go over procedui-es one day

ahead and 'practice be done.4

class.

Collect, read and hand back dur

inl,class. Givy encouraging

comments.

41.



3.8 Worksite Visits

A: Building reaitic expectations

1. Questioning 'job descriptions

2. the ,human side of the job

3. Onlpe-jobo visits .

4. Talking withiple in the trade

B. Group visits

1. Exposure to different working environ-
.

ments

2. Practice in observation

3. Asking 'questions

C. Indwidual visits ,

1. After working hours

' 2. Interviewing the worker

3. Arranging the visit

.D. Self Assessment-Comprehension

el/

E.. Assignment

1, Looking at Help Wanted ads'

ILS Surv$al Skills-Finding a Job

Worksite -Visits

PREPARATION ,
,

Arrange with any company that

allows it a group visit during-

working hours%
I

Have sufficient copies for use by

whole class ,p# HOO W1nSt
4f .,,,,.

4,Mi -

frOm locallOPOPIrrs1,4,

Become an informed source of

possible cdntacts for student

interviews with journeymen and

apprentices.

"c l

J.

CHECK UNDERSTANDING,' '

EnstO:students comprehend all

of the material before making any

contacts Or.yisits.

HELP WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Supply Help Wanted sections-one

to each student. Suggest they

read through and circle in ink

nterestjng.ads. Stress impor-

tance that each worki on his 'or

her own;'it is practice in look-

ing for jobs. Collect what

P." 'OS .
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2. Writing realistic job descriptiOns,

.3. Contacting a journeyman or apprenticei

. 4. Asking questions

\.

5. Making a

6. Reporting back

7. Discussion

ID

to whole groflp with summary of

students findings.'
7 .

Read and comment on students'

descriptions. With individual's

permission, read out selection.

to44Ole group and invite com-

parisens With jobsdescriptiOns,

in newspaper.

Supply names and encourage stu-

dents to come up with own con-

tacts.. If necessary, two stu-

dents could team up to make a

visit.

Role play telephone contact and j

get students to copy out'sug-

gested questions. Make individ-
.

.ual contract with each student,

setting deadlines to call, to .

visit and to report back. Check-

on progress and share with rest

of group.

Arrange for individuals to report

back to Whole group at same

session.

Go over observations and'ques-

dons beforehand. Ask students

to write questions down. Divide-

questions, and order of asking, -

among group. Add any other.

qUestions sUggetted by group.

Ensure that each student records

his_or her observatiOns.°

;individuals to report on their

feeltngs and findings.

_Aead_group discussion on overall
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3.9 ,,Resumes

A. Nature.akkfunction

1. Self advertisement

2. Summary of strengths and skills

3. Different ways to use resumes

4. Contrastepplication forms

B. Extracts from resumes
.

1. People with little work experience

2. Presenting the best interpretation

of the facts

C. Suggested format

1. Position,dpsired

a. finding out about the job

6. matching yOur skills

2. Education.

3. Relevant work experience

4. Other relevant experierice

° 5.4 PersOnal data I.

6. References

a. makinga 11 ..t of your achievements

D. Identification of your skills

:1. Personal and interpersonal skills

2. Skills used in leisure and work.aCtiv-

.

a. what could go wrong

b. what skills you need to avoid mis-

takes '

planting a garden

E. A professional finish

1. -Typ-ing,

aper

"E'S

Arrange another worksite yisit.

ILS SurviviZ1 Skills-Finding a

Job-Resumes

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS.
a--

Large pad of newsprint and suf.:

ficient markers for group; En-,

sure 'that therer are adequate flat

surfaces.

0.
fm

6

. I
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2. Writing a draft 'resume

:11

em

.4

.4

1

go

k3

43

, 4,

separate.

Give encouragement and direct

help with drafting of resume:

Take teit draft: type it and
% .

,duplicate it On quality colored

paper. With permission, of stu:

went, share with Wholejgroupt

Enpurage sharing of draft res-
.

umes.' Offer to help'later if

individuals want to develop a

finished version of resume.

I

4'

4

.4



F. Cover letter

1. -Why them?

2. Why you?

3...Let's meet

G. Self Assessment-,

1. Pers al 1Pd interpersonal skills

I

Qv,

2. In a job context

3. Analyze ;three examples of work

.0.

c.

H. Post Assessment t

1. Organizing personal worleexperienpe

G

v .

,4ELPING WITH ASSIGNMENTS

. Be available througholOgwhen

students are working on,Self-

snd Post Assessment. Write on

Chalkboard further sUgge§tions

pf personal and interpersonal

skills. - -

:qoggeststudents help each

ether in finding relevant exam-.

Ries of their application of

skills.

Allow* partners to choose each

ether. Emphasize broad defini-

tion of work to include paid

snd unpaid, part-time, etc.

give examplesi

Model how students can help each

Ottler. .Go around and ask clues-

-tionto elicit relevant infor-

mation.

ppply sheets of newsprint and

Markers. Tell students to Use

the full area of paper. Check

that students are recording all

tpe suggested information:

Inspect, ts-hats individually and,

syggestbest way to organiie

'data.- Advise oh where :to in-

clude or Omit dates and 'which

esxRerience to group or
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3.10 Interviews

xttr

A. Subjective nature of interviews

1. Content of hiring interviews

2. Interviewers' opinions

3.. Interviewees' opinions
4

B. Facts and opinions

1. Giving honest opinions

2'.4, Interpreting facts

3. Quoting references and examples

4: Deciding what is 'relevant

C. Employers' expectations

1.-Obje'etive measures of aptitude and

Achievement

2.!Approptiate attitudes and work,hdbits

ov toikommunicaieziniere'st_and.entiiu-
e

S1 4

11 Be.genoui . c,. .1-/4
0 .--%s:

2. Be informid- 10
.,.

..,
3. Sliowilig-enckbusiiiWI

se

ILS9Survi'val,Skills-Finding a Job-

Interviews.

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Iead materiAl beforehand and,xe-

call eiamples from owff.experence.

Have two copies of obse-ryers'

checklist, -for each sttiderit:

4.7

O

0

a. non-verbally eb :
9.

b. how to speak gid whd to say,, e ,,

E. How to communicate that you will be a',
...-

good worker ....

1. Finding examples .\

F. How to you are trainable '

1. School and 4n-school
ott

G. How to show you work well with people

1. Relations withthe interviewer

2. Giving examples

H. How to be realistic about what you want,

1. Knowedgelgpthe work environment

2. Knowledge of the career structure

3. Answering questions about goals

; `IiP



I. Appearance

1. Clothes

2. Grooming

J. Non-verbal behavior.

1. Punctuality

2. Nervousness

3. Body posture

4. Gestures .

5. Smoking and chewing,

K. Being positive

1. About yourself

2. About others .

Apt% Self Assessment
a. A.

4

1; Role play

a. interviewer

b. interviewee

observer

_ 2, List of questions

3. Checklist

6

M. Post Assessment

1. Interview iti,ront of the 'group

2. Questions from Joint. Apprenticeship

Committee

3. Giving-pdsitive 'feedback

ft.

A.

ti 44-

FORM TRH IADS

Gethrough checklist to ensure

understand'ing. Choose best

working groups. _Keep it moving

by limiting time for each role

play, Be will-frig to model pos..;

itive answers in intervi'ewee's

role.

Ask for-a volunteer; then allow

im or her to select* next inter-

viewee'. Suggest use of obser-

ver'schecklist,/plus any ether

positive comment. Give -Feed -

block from group and yourself,

immediately after each interview..

Invite interviewee to share his

or her feelings experienced_;

during role play.



3.11 ApprOniate work habits and attitudes Z1

A. Surviving on the job.

11! Keeping informed

B. Employsr-!s expectations

1: Being ptinctual and dependable

2. Being honest

3. Being loyal.

4. Being willing to learn and able'to

take criticism
a

C. Expectations of fellow Workers

1. Proving your competence

2. Being reliable and dependable

3. Being a learner

4. Being enthusiastic and.interested

5. Being honest and loyal

D. Proving.your competence to your super-

visor
.

1. High standard 'of work -

2. Keeping a written.record dhE your

achievements

3. Showing initiative

4. ,Taking on rei'ponsiPility,

5, Asking for .help

E. Znterfereoce of personal habits

1. Substance abuse-

2. Seeking help'

ILS Survival Skills-Fihding a Job

-Appropriate Work Habits and

Attitudes

BE A RESOURCE

Share'personal experi nce with

indiyiduals. Encour ge students

to ask any older peo le about

worj habits and attitudes. Give-

tir?e for sharing students' find-

ings.

Show relevance of previous mod:.

ides toboth 2 and' 3. Ask .indiv-

iduals what expectations a member

Survival Skills class has.

POSSIBLE-DISCUSSION

What do individuals expect of

friends? 44hat are peer group's

attitudes toward 4?

Be setisitive to possibility of.

substance tbuSe affecting student

perfdrmance. Lea'rn physical in-'

dicators; have referral addresses
4

available.

.* 2

m4-
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........
F. Self Assessment

G. Post Assessment

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Alberti, R.E. and EmmonS, M.
Your Perfect Right

Impact, 1974. -

Blicq, Ron

On the Move: Communication for Employees
Nentice-Hall, 1976

Bolles, Richard N.
The Three Boxes of Life
Ten Speed-Ts-s, 1978

Fist, Julius
Body Language

Pocket Books, 1971

Lha/pman, Elwood N.
Your Attitude isthowing: A Primer on
Re ations
Science Research Associates,, 1972

Ford, George A.

Planning yourFuture: A-workbook fir Personal
Goal Setting

gnertity Associates, 1976

McCay, Jates.T.-
The Management of Time
PT-entice-Hall, 1977

man

-Nelson, Robert E..
Dedsion Making
WiliiiiTubl-ishing 1976

Peale, Norman Vs
.

The Power of Positive Thinking.
PT-entice-Nal , 1952.

Check comprehension...

Tell students to repeat reading

and doing Post Assessment until

acceptable standardis reached.

Discuss with individuals any/
J

disagreements over appropriate

answers and be flexible._

#

1 at
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4.0 Trade Math

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will complete, a diagnostic examination to
determine his or her level of math competency, and will receive instruction in
those areas of mathematics in'which he or she experiences difficulty.

INTRODUCTION:
in their work
culations can

PRESENTATION

People in every app renticeable occupation ro44:7421y, use mathematics

. The skilled worker whocan perform fast and accurate math cal-
Work quickly and effidiently.

O

121. 0

a

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

Math Diagnosis

A.' Used to test skills

''Math'diagnostic exam, attached,

or other' suitable exam.

- 1

.4.2 Math,R9Tiedial

Used to upgMde skills

1, :Modules, as listed,--improve

performance levels.

Explain "placement exam" ccintepi

Admtnister exam

Grade performance

Assist student, to achieve

performancelevel

cob



1LS. Math--Linear Measurement

ILS .Math - =Whole Numbers

Addition

'Subtraction

.'Mul tipl icati on

Division\

ILS Math--Addition & Subtraction of

common fractions and mixed numbers

.

ILS Math,--MUltiplicatill &:Division of

common fractions and whole and.mixed

numbei's

ILS ' Math--Compound uftrs

ILS Math -- Percent

4

ILS ''Math- -Ratio and PiTportiori

,.
\ILS MathDecimals f

Addition

Subtractiosn

MlultiplicatibnA4.

Division

,

ILS Math--yerimeters.Areas and Volumes
.

ILS Math -- Circumference- and Area of Circles
t

Math--Areas of Figures,,,, Volumes

,of.Solid Figures

r.

11$ MathMetrics'

I

"

s .

vJ

.3,
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N

O

-
art

41,-0 Trade Math DiagnosiS
Placement Test

ti

. Name

Date

Read the distance from the start of the ruler to the
the .nearest 1/32 ".

8

A=

A

A114

111

1

B=

c=

D=

E.=

4

111 III

letters

4K L M,N 0

F= ..K=

1-1= -m=

1.2 '11="

4

9

-sk
A through 0 to



2. 0

. :686 + 240 + 1,320 + 16 + 400

292 X 16

180: 5=

A contractor buys 400 sacks of rock for three different jobs. On the first
job he uses 78 sacks; on the tecond, 85 sacks; and on the third, 205 sacks.
How many sacks. does he have left?

A contractor's bid on a school building is-$78,265. When one wing is
. omit d to'cut costs, he is ableto cut his bid by $16,228. ,,What is his

new f gure?

3.

If a bundle of rock lath weighs 35 lbs, and it is permissible to place 700
lbs. on any one area on a floor, how many bundles can be placed on any, one
area?

. NI

If 5 lbs. of putty are,required to install one ligk of glass, hdw many
.

.
. , .

lights can be installed with 85 lbs.?

iv

-



C.

4.

The improper fraction 48/32 expressed as.a mixed number ls:

0

The mixed number 4 3/8 expressed as an improper fraction is:

What is the least common denominator for the following group of fractions:
1/8, 1/2,1/4, and 1/12?

s
*

What is the sum of the following fractions: 7/8, 3/4, and'9/16?

If 3/4 is subtracteckfrom 11/12, the difference is:

The sum of 1 5/8, 2 11/64, and 19 1/:4°ts:
°

5.

O

.1-

, ,

.

One roof is 1/3 larger, in area than another. The smaller roof takes 24
squares of roofing material, How many squares of.roofing material will the
larger roof take?

V



4 411.

06e-third f a box of glass is needed to glaze,the north' elevation of a

building; of a box is needed to glaze the south elevation; 1/16 of a
box is - ied glaze the east elevation; and 1/2 of a box is needed to
glaze e west evation. How many boxes are needed to glaze all four

,elevations?

-

From.a buOdle containing 101 linear feet of molding, a cabinetmaker uses.
: the fO1116Wing amounts: '.11 1/3', 8 3/4',. 12 118', and 9 5/8'. How many

linear feet of molding does he use in all?

6.

The product of 1/2- X 7/8 is:

The quotient of 1/4 1/3 is:

If a roll of carpet weighs 467 1/2 lbs. and a running foot of the carpaJ
weighs 2 1/8 lbs., how many running feet are in the roll?

A piece of pipe must be cut to 3/8 the length of another pipe, which is 9'
long. How long a piece must be cut?

-4



7.

Write each of the following as decimals.
1.

Seven tenths

,Sixteen hundredths

Fifteen thousandths

Eleven ten-thousandths:

--Two thousand one hundred 'fifty-two .thoAhdths

Convert each of the following measurements to feet in deciMals.

4' 6"

2' 4 11,4"

A house with a floor area of 1,860 sq. ft. is estimated to cost $18,042.
What is the cost per square foot?

A stack of plastic sheets measures 2.28" thick, and it is.known that the
sheets average 0.06" in thickness. How many,shoets are in the stack?

8.

The labor cost for the concrete work for a house was $248. The material
cost $210. What percent of the tbtal cost of the, concrete ibrk was for
material?

4

6

C r

\

_



An architect indicates a 1/8" = 1'0" scale in the drawing of a swimming
pool: What is this scale expressed' as a ratio?

On atile job in which fireclay is to be used/ tilesetter tells his
helper to mix mortar according to the following formula: 6 buckets of
river sand, 1 bucket of fireclay, and 2 buckets of cement. What is the
ratio of sand to fireclay in the mixture?

A

9.

:Divide 19' 2" by 3' 10".

4

, .

How many pieces of 2' 3"-wide gypsum lath will be needed to7:cover a wall
48' 6" long?

la.

What is the perimeter of a room 20, wide and 30' long?

:.

What is the area, in square feet, of a-floor 42' by 42'?

How many cubic yards of dirt have been removed for th6' basement and foundations
of a house if. the excavation is 35' long. 35' wide,/and averages 5' deep?

oaf

. C4

.1
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- 4 '

'.'The area of i'eircular putting green with a radius of -1T is how many
square feet?

2

,

W6at iS'the area of e circular floor With a diameter of 16:1 6", to the
nearest square foot?

What ,tssthe area, in square inches, of art acute triangle with a'base of
8 1/ZJAnd an altitude of '11 1/4 " ?,

1

What is the area in square feet; of the floor shoWn beleW?

,

10-

,

How many cubic yards oftconciTte All be needed for the foundatiOewalls
and footings in the plafr below if the walls are 6" thick and 18" deep, and
Wthe_footings (skown in dotted will require 2 5/27 cu. yd. of concrete?

. 1. 6

2. 6 2/3

a.

e

F-- 11'0"

1. 7

4. 7 1/6 -

-4v

C2

s
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. -

What is the total area, in square feet, of the exterior wall and gable
shown.below, excluding window areas? 1

s

11.

3.inches

'5,4 inches

. 7 feet

'3.2 feet b.

6.5 yards

15.3 m

I

12.7 cm

50.8 mm

J 3'0"

-11 3'6" 3'6"

foe

20'0"

Metrics

4

cm

cm

m

m

m

inches:.
.

inches,



5.0 Physical Requirements/Plumbing

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student willdemonstrate knowledge of physical

requirements of the trade and the processes of physical development.

INTRODUCTION: The trade. requires certain physical skills and abilities of the

worker. It is necessary that the student be aware of the physical demands of .

the trade and understand factors of physical development.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS,

5.1 PhysicalRequirements

A. Strength

1. Lifting.

a. equipment and materiali weighing

20 to 100 lbs.

2. Carrying..

a. equipment and material leighing

4
10 to 100 lbs.

3. Pushing.

a. material placement (e.g'. tub/

shower units).

4. Pulling.

a. removing material (e.g. existing

fixture).

On-site visit or classroom

Simulation.

.A. Demonstrate

B. Lead discussion or question-

on job site

C. Discuss proper technique

D. Administer work sheet .

A

n.

O

4
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B. Balance

1. Climbing.

a while on ladders for overhead

work.

2. Balancing.

a. 'while carrying long pipe stock.

C. Body Dexterity

1. Stooping.

a: reaching 'for,shut off valves, etc.

2. Kneeling.

a. low work (e.g. under sinks).

3. Crouching.

a. work in ,confined space (e.g.

crawlspace).

Crawling.

a. moving to worksite in

5. ''Reclining.

a. working in confined space where

clearance dictates.

crawlspace.

MaqUal Dexterity

1. leaching above shoulder.

a., overhead work.

2. Reaching below shoulder.

a. access to shut off valves.

3. Handling.

a.- gripping tools (e.g., wrenches).

4.? Fingering.

-at manipulating fittings/couplings.

5. Feeling.

a. alignment of Pipes)fittings in

' blind spots.

0

I



,E. Talking

.1. Normal communications.

F. Hearing

1. Normal communications.

G. Vision

1. Normal vision.

a. moving about jobsite.

2. Acuity near.

a. checking fbr leaks.

3. Field vision.

a. moving long pipe stock on job.

H; Coordination

1. Hand-arm.

a. using wrenches, pipe threaders.

I I
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES PRESENT IN THE.TRADE: REQUIREMENTS (o be completed by student)

STRENGTH

1
,

.:.'

Lifting

Weight Frequency BODY DEXTERITY

411,
Stooping

Degree
of

Activ.

Fre-
quency

.

, MANUAL OEXTERITY .

Reaching -above shoulder

,

Degree
of

Activ.

Fre.

quen
'cY

. .

Zarrying

.

. peeling.'
,

Reaching-below shoulder

...

' Pushing

. .

Crouching Handling !.

.

.

Pulling .

Crawlin4.,

f
..

e

Fingering

.

BALANCE

C16Iir g

Nee& F quency Standing
.,

.
.

Feeling'

TALKING (speech)h)
Fre
quen

Sitting

Walkidg -
.

Balancing .

.

HEARING
, ,

.

Acuity Ranc

Reclining

VISION .

Normal vision

Need Frequency

-

(Cogt'd)
_.-

COORDIPiATION

Hand-acm

Degree Fre -

quen

Acuity -near ,Color vision
. Foot-leg

.

Acuity -far Field of vision Eye-Hand-Foot

)

v-

.
.

,
Depth perception

s

s

at.

, I

r

1
.

4'

a,
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5.2 Individual.Developmedtal Processes

A. Ma&ration

Causes physical changes in height and

body proportiod,

2. CdUses emotionalChanges.

3. A gradual process.

4. Fluctuates from persdn to person.

B. Nutritidh

1t- Vital to normal growth and develop-

ment.

2. Essential food groups.

a. dairy products.

b. meat.

vegetables _and fruits.

d. bread and cereals.

C. Personal Cre and Exercise

1: ,Good grooming habits.

2. 'Sufficieht sleep and relaxation.

a. fatigue increases chances for

.accidents.

3. Hobbies.

a.. source,of relaxation, help

,maintaingood attitude.

4: Daily exercise.

a. stimulates interest.

b.- relieves stress.

D. Substance Abuge

1. Marijuana.
.

a. affectshearvous system.

b. affectS' thinking, judgment and

coordination.

c. long-term effects unknown.

to

J o

1LS Physical Development

Explanation and Discussion

Invite Specialist

wo,



1

1,0

. LSD.

3.

a. affects chemical level in brain.

b. produc 'bizarre mental reactions.

Barbiturates,.

a.' one of most commonly *abused drugs.

b. slow responses.

c. physical* addicting.

d. long-term use causes personality
.

disorders.

4.. Amphetamines.

a. affect central nervous system.

b. commonty,abused.
or,

c. cause psychological dependence.

d. dull emotions and impair ability

to make decisions.

5. Alcohol:

a. psychologically addicting.,
. .

E. Meeting Various Trade Requirements

tvft...Recognize and prepare.

a. natural maturation processes may -

play role.

b. exercise will play role.

.s

.1

.40

, On-job-site visitations and

consultation with occupational-
.

'therapist.

.

S

o-,

t 2



6.0 Safety a

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identity those hazards, acts
and conditions' which affect safety on, the job and will be able to identify ways
to avoid or cdrrect them.

, _

INTRODUCTION: A godd worker is a safe worker; injury affects, production, as well.
as the ability of a person to earn a living.

1

4

PRESENTATIOI

4

.TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

- 6.1 General SAfety

A. -Average--over 14-,900 employees killed

each- of past .several years.

1; From 196b 'to 1970 over 150,000 fatal-

. ities.

-2. Cost, excluding property damage,

$11.5 billion.
b

3. 50,-1mi1 lion employeedays lost

1972.

B. ,Accidents

1. An unplanhed and'Unforegeen.occur=

rence-that interferes with or inter-'

rupts orderly progress of activitu

Explain, Discuss and Demonstrate

Where Appropriate

ILS General Safety II
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2. Should be analyzed to determine why

and how happened:

a, unsafe conditions; poor or defec-

tive equipment, poor housekeep7

hip, inadequate lighting..

b. unsafe acts; loose-fitting cloth-

ing; horseplay,'removing guards.

C. OSHA

1. 'Williams- Steiger Occupational Safety

and Health Act, 1970.

2. Requires employers td provide safe

conditions.

3. Requires employees to comply.

4. Covers about 60-million people;

excludes federal employees.

411 e6.2 PersonS1 Safety

A: 'Safety Consciousnes's

1. Be aware of good safety practices.

O

' a. learn the ritles. . . f

B. Safety Awareness,

1. Put safety consciousness to use.'

,a. 4ey the rules.

C. Head Protection
.

. 1. . 130,000head injuriei in 1976.

2. Wear'clean, adjustable hard hatl%

t

D. Eye and Face Protection

1. 1,000 eye injuries each day.
--

2. Wear safety glasses, goggles, masks:,

shields if near harsh chemicals.

3. Wear safety gldsqes under shields.-

ILS OccupationallSafety-:-

Persoiial Safety

0

'o
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I

E. ,Hearing Protection

1. Ear inserts lower high frequency.

2. Ear muffs lower to frequency.

F. Lung Protection:

.1. Mechanical filters protect against

non -toxic dust.

Chemical-cartridge types protect r
4....0v

against low concentration of some

vapors.

3. Gas masks 'protect against organic ,

vapers and toxic:gases for-limited

time

4. Supplied-air respirators protect

against high concentrations of gases

and fumes,

5. Self-cantained=breathing apparatus

s protects againsthigh-concentrations

of gases, vapors, dusts,etc.

6.' Air line respirators protect against

high concentrations of dusts, fume -g,

mists, and low concentrations of

gasest

7. Select proper one for each job.
f-

o
G. HandtProtection

;

.

1. Average of over 1;300' disabling hand

/0C and finger injuries each day in.1976.

2. GloVes.;

a. asbestos protects against thermal"

,burns, hot or cold.

b. metal mesh protects-against cuts

and sharp objects.

.c, rubber protects.agaihsi electri-

cal and chemical burns.
,

2

C.

I
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-d. 'neoprene and vinyl'protect against

chemicals.

e. 'leather protects against rough

objects, heat and sparks.

f. fabric protects against dirt,

abrasions, slivers.

g. coated fabrics protect against
.

chemicals.

'3.. Creams also used.

H. Foot-Protection

1. Over 200,000 disabling foot and toe

injuries each year.

2. Wear leather steel -toed safety shoes

ci\. boots.

6.3. Fi re Types and Prevention

A. Fire Types

1. 'Class A" of,woo, cloth, paper.

2. "Class B" of 'liquids and gages, paint,

3.

grease.

"Class C" of energized electrical

equipment.

4. "Class D" Of metals or metallic dusts.

B. Methods of ExtiAguishfing

.1, Absorb heat--add water.

2. Smother--add dry chemicals, foam.

3. ,Remove fuel--shut off supply.

C. Fighting Classes' of Fires

1. Class A

a. water to cool heat.

ILS Fire Types and Prevention..



2! Class B.

Ir. CO2, powder to smother fire.

3: Class C.

a. non-spoducting agent.

b. attempt to de-energize.

4. Class D.

a. special extinguiS'hing agent for

types of metals.

6.4 Hygiene Safety

A. Exposure to Toxic Materials

I. Can create health hazards.

2. Internal exposure.

a. breathing contaminants.

b. swallowing contaminants.

c. absorption through skin.

3. External exposure.

a. contact with skin.

b. can affect senses.

B.' Noise Pollution

1. Measured in decibels.
t-

2. Can affect hearing over period of

time.

Affects other parts of body. 4

a. changes size of blood vessels;

A

makes heart work faster.

b. produces headaches.

c. negatively affects nerves,

decreases'powers of judgment.

.$

...

ILS Occupational Safety-- Hygiene

Safety
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C. Airborne Contaminants .

I. Dusts; particles' qenerated.mechani-
*

cally.

a. can affect skin, eyes, lungs.

2. Fumes; solid particles of cOndensa-,

tion process.

a, common fumes caused by Oxidation

of metal.

3. Mists; particles of liquids or

liquids and solids.

4. Gaset; low density, change to liquids

or solids.

5. Vapors; gases normally in solid or

liquid state at room temperature.

6!,. Contaminants may affect body in four

ways.

a. as irritants to lungs.

b. as asphyxiants, prevent blood

from normal transfer of oxygen.

c. as-anesthetics or nopiOrcs,

cause drowsiness and nausea.

d. as syftemic poisdns, attaieVital

organs.

6.5 Hand Tool Safety

A. Hammers

1. Face should be 3/8" larger in dia-

meter than object.

2. Strike object squarely and flatly.

3. Replacedamaged handles'befare use.

4. Don't strike wood-- or plastic-

handled chisels.

5: ton't"pound with cheek (side) of

hammer.

4 4. a

I.

01 I
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6. Don't pOund sharp objects with mallet

B. Chisels, Punches,' Nail Sets

1. Be sure tools ate ground 'at proper

'angles.

2. Remove mushrooMed heads.

3. Hold tools with tongs if being struck

by another -worker. 4°

C. Screwdrivers

1. Select correct size and tip style.

2. Don't pound on screwdrivers.

3., 'Don't put ta>ids-lid fingers under

work..

4. Don't use screwdrivers to pry.

5. Use appropriate wrench on square-

sh'ank screwdriver.

6. Ose'Sgnetized screwdriver to start

'screws in awkward places.

. 7. Use non-sparking screwdrivers if

working near explosive hazard.

8. Use insu ated Screwdrivers when work-

,ing.on e ctrica deviceS.

9. Don't use screwdriver for electrical

testing:

Wrenches'

1.' Select correct type for job. ii;

2. Select correct size for snug fit.

3. Don't.bse cheater bars. . '
4. When using adjustable wrenches., always

., pull, always against fixed jaw.

5, Be' sure wrench'fits squarely, not.

. tilted. . 1

" 6.'.!Don't pound with a wrench:.

4

a

a

o .
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7. Use -penetrating oil- on "frozen"

objects.

E. Pliers

1. Select correct size and type.

2. Don't,use cheater.

3.,Exc'essive-heat will draw temperTfrdm

metal.

4. ',Don't pound with pliers.

5. Cuting,pliers.

a.
ecut

at right angle to wire.-

e. point open sidesi Own cut ends

t will not fry out., -

3

,,4
. 6. Use' pl iers with high dielectric. insul -

. 3

ation when Working on electrical®

.devices*.
,

7. Keep jaws-clean.

F. Vises ,

1.771Ork erseclose to vise as Possible.-,

. 'c 2. Clamp objects in middle of jaws.-

3. Ddn't use cheater bar; .

1. Use adequate-sized vise. : ..
,,.,

, .,
r 5. Support far end(s) of long work 0. .

`Q-". ., V ,-
avoiti putting exbess strain on vise. 2

G. Clamping Tool s. .

Select correct size arta' type.

2. Keep nioving-Aparts clean and lightly-

o

. A. Dons.t;-oyer-tighten.'

. , 4... Don'txise cheater. .

, .
5..-Don'tUse,for hoisting materials.

,,.
07

t
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H. Saws

I. Select cbrtect size and typb.
.

.
2. Maintain:sharpness.

3. Ch.eck miterial before _sawing.
-,

4. Use sawhorse or bench, not knee,. when

sawing, -

5, Make lure .handl. is. clean and tight:.
.

awre of h-Ayid, .Cinger,erid leg posi--,
.

tion
,

- ,

7'. RaCksaw teeth- should-point away from

haridle6to saw on push stroke.
- I

La We4r gloves' when, sawing metal.
,

.

I. Snips, Shears

, 1: Select correct sizp andltype,

2. Keep *Iles. sharp._

3. 'DO not'cu/

4. Use on.ly hand Pressure.-
. .

5. Weir gloves.

J. Files', Ittisps,

1. 'Select proper 5i-ze and t;pe.

2. Don't use wood file on rasp on metal.
.,

'?. -Cut on' forward stroke. .

4;` Keep teeth Clean:

5. Use proper sized handles. .

,6. 601.t 0,e to pry.
4

x

.0. ,

'..,.
00 s%

.10 t
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.. 6.6 Power Tools- ILS 0:ccupational Safety--Power
..

A. Qi rcul ar sae
, Tool s. . . _-

.
,

4%1. ,Operate,bnly with fixed guard'on upper
,

.

f,' half gl bl ade ,and flexib.le guardlon
.. . /

., ,-,_lower hatft, don't tamper with guA-ds. ,
.-

.

10 7
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get,

/

4 ,

o)

2. Blade should clear material by maxi- .

.

mum 1/&.

4. Operate by not forcing; forward

,motion onlY. 0: 4
v.

4. Check material for nails, gr4, etc.;

*support matevial so it doesn't bind.

5 Allow blade to come to 411 speed

-before tutting; prevents. kickback.

*, 6. Make sure lower guard has returned

before setting down.

7. Clean sawdust from lower guard ofteq

AO
B. Sabre Saws

1. Select proper blade for material.

2. Feectipltde slowly.

3, Hold saw-base against material.

rC. Pneumatic Tools

1. Secure all hoses.st

2: Cledn with compressed air only if

less than 30 PSI with guard,

3. Hoses over lie diagoeter must have

safety valve at source`.

4% Hose couplings must have safety con-

nection.
.

5. Nalers should have deviceto prevent

ejecting when not in contact with

6. Poi at tools toward floor when carry-

ing.

7.- Shut down, turn off air supply, bleed

line.

Wear safety equipment, goggles,.

shields,-etc. .

o
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D. Hydraulic Power Tools

1 flurid used must be fire-resistant and

approved by U.S. Bureau of Mines..

2. Don't exceed manufacturer's pressure

recommendations.

3. Don't -touch stream of fluid from leak.

4044,

E. Compressors

1. ..Storage tanks must be approved by
L .

American Sotiety of,Mechanical

Engineers.

2. Drain condensed water daily.

3. Tanks must have safety relief valve.

,4. Pressure gauge must be maintained

accurately:

F. Powder-Actuated Tools.

1. 400Test before loading each day.®

2. Load just before using.

3. 141;.-hearing, eye protection.

4. 'Don't point at anyone;, keep hands

away from barrel end.

5. Leave protective guards in place.

6. Must have safety,evice to prevent

accidental firing, and to prevent

firing if tilted.

7. Don't operate near combustion hazard.

8. Should only be operated by trained and

qualified'personnel.

111 Return tool to case after use.,

10.- Don't drive fasteners into extremely

hard or brittle material.

4.

0,
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7.0 First Aid

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will successfulTY2cOMplete:an eight-boue
multi-media first aid class, ,taught by a qualified instructor, and will obtain a
Fist Aid Card.

, 11.

t

INTRODUCTION: Persons employed in 4ny occupatfrwecially those occupations,
which deal with power an hand tools, encounter situations when first aid may be
necessary to prevent an injury from becoming more serious. A first aid course,
successfully completed, prepares individuals to copeidth many of thoie situations

PRESENTATION -

TEACHING OUTLINE V

7.1 First Aid

A. Eight-hour multi -media course, or

equivalent, offered by:

1. Red Cross

2% Medical Services; Inc:.

3. Police Department

4. Fire Department

5. Other service and health

organizations.

:TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS
Y

, ,
0

Administer course

O

O
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8.0 Trade ToOls/Plumber..

.

.

\ . ,

e,
INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify, select and exklain
the use of commonly -used trade tools, as well as to demonstrate basic proficiency
in their use.

- .

'INTRODUCTION: The skilled worker, in order to master the trade and accomplish
the work tasks efficiently and effectively, needs an unde'rstandi'ng of the tools
and their proper use.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE ti

, -

'8.1, General" Tools..

A. Phillips Screwkiver

shank ot,metal with a pointed cross

tip at one end and a handle at the.

. TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

2.

a:

,

other .end.-

,Used to tighten or ?loosen screws.

Tighten-pr '400sen screws: getermine

apprgiDriatd-sizd oftrewdriVer't0

match size of slots-in screw head;

grasp screwdriver handld in one hand

and Ace point in -slots of screw

hdad...,:Turn plackwise toVghien
k.S: ,

screw or ture6ounter,6Todkwise to.\

loosen ,Scrw

"Cc.

V .

^77 '

Demonitraterand Explain .

ILS Holding and Fastening Tools

Phillips Screwdriver

.Blade-Svewdriver
.9
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a

B. Standard Slot Screwdriver (

1. A shank of metal wlth4a flat tip.at

one end and a handle at the other and.

2. Used to tighten or loosen screws.

3. Tighten or loosen screws: 4etermine
0

appropriate size of screwdriver.to

match size of slot in screw head'.

Grasp screwdriver handle in one hand

and placeblade in slot of screw. 1

Turn clockwise to tighten screw or

turn counter-clockwise to loosen._ , .

screw.

C. Offset Screwdriver

1.- A shank of metal with each end offset

90
o

from its length; a screwdriver

.tip is formed on the endsloof the off-
.

sets;these are male with standard\

slotheador phillips head tips.

2. Used to tighten or loosen 'scqws

close areas:

. S. Tighten or loosen screws: inset

appropriate tip info screw and pull.

clockwise tighten screw. Pull

Counter-clockwfse'to loOsen screw.

PrOpane Tor h

1. Use: soldering copper pipe and

fittings.

2. _Assembly.

a. tank. '..

b. tank wrench.

c. regulator.

A. hose,

e. torch -- assorted tips.

f. striker.

Torch,

D

Striker

44'41.
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3. Process: soldering,copperPipe and

fittings.

a. clean pipe.

b. clean fitting.

c., apply flux to fitting.

d. apply flux to pipe.

e. insert pipe into fitting.

f. heat fittin,g with torch.
9

g. apply solder to jdint.

E. Cast Iron Pipe Cutter (snap cutters)

I. tscissor like tool With cutting

.wheels in a chain at one end.

2 Used to cut cast iron pipe.

3. Cut cast iron: spread open handles

of cutter, place cutting wheel chain

aCoiiapipe, lock chain in place and

adjust nut clockwise for a snug fit;

apply pressure on handles to'cut pipe.

4.

h.,. Pipe Die.

I. Componentieces, of hardened steel

within a die'stock'with handle.

2. Used in,threading pipe.

3. 7Threading pipe,: With pipe secured

in 'pipe vise sele ct appropriate:die

to match piPe,sizb4 Insert pipe into

die stock and pull cloCkw.ise to run

threads, pull counter-clockwise to

remove die stock from Pipe., Use

cutting oil during cutting only.

:Ream pipe As last operation; see

"pipe reamer, ". ,

.1"
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G. Steel Pipe Cutter

1.. A clamp like'device with rollers and

an adjiMable cutting wheel.

.2. 'Used to cut steel pipe.

3. Cutting pipe: Mark pipe where cut.)s*

desired; open pipe cutter by turning

wheel handle on end counter-clockvO4e.

Place pipe cutter around pipe centered

on mark, turn wheel haiidle'clockwise

until cutting wheel touches pipe.

.Grasp handle and revolVe pipe cutter

around pipe two -,urns; turn wheel

handle clockwise again. -Repeat until

pipe is cut through.

H. Steel Pipe.Rearier

I. A pointed shank of steel wtth.sharp

edges and a handle.

Used for reaming pipe.

S. Reaming pipe: with pipe secure in

°pipe vise and after threading,grasp

reamer firmlyand insert in end o'f

pipe. Puih'in and turn reamer clock-

wise to ream pipe; withdraw reamer'

.2.

when Implete:',-

I. Pipe Vge

\l. A clampingdeyice of metal with a

toothed,jaw and an interlocking chain.

2. Used to hOld'pipe for cutting and'

'threading. .

Holdpipe'for cutting threading: lay

pipe in too hedjaW with apprppriate

1 n6th,beyond'vfte;lboSed chain -at

= \, Ka dle;plage-Cbain in 'slot And

tighter' haale qloCkwIse,

l r-
\

o
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J. Slip Groove Pliers

c

1. An adjustable plier with opposing

jaws having teeth (channellock).

2. Used for gripping pipe and internally

threaded fittings.

3 Gripping pipe and internally threaded

fittings: adjist jaws by aligning

"groove" to appropriate fitting size.

With one hand place plier over pipe

and squeeze h4ndles.toge V while

pulling clockwise to ti ten inter-

nally threaded fitting, to pipe or"

'pulling counter-clockwis to loosen

internally threaded fitting.

K. Open End Wrench

.1. A metal wrench with ai opening at, '

each end corresponding to various

sizes of bolts and nuts, 4

2. -Used to .tighten Or loosen bolts and

nuts.

3. Tighten _or :loosen bolts ar'nuts:.:

place wrench'of'appVop4ate size on

head of bolt or nut.' With one hand

pull Clockwise to tighten bolt or.nut

or.pull counter-clockwise to.ldosen''

bolt or nut. , ,

Keyhole Saw. (Compass)

1. .A thin tapered metal blaq with te

.toothed edge and handle A one entl.

2. Used to, cut or*enla'rge holes in flbor

. or walls.:

"1\

.1

. .
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3. Cut or enlarge

floors:. grasp

tapered end of

enlarged; move

Smooth strokes.

M. Shovel

1. A long wooden handle with a large thin

piece of metal affixed to one end..

2. Used for digging.

3. Bold handle with bib hands, place

metal on ground. Push down on metal

top edge with shoe; withdraw shovel

while moving handle down and lifting

metal end to retain dirt on's-hovel.

holes in wall or

handle firmly' aid placg

saw in hole to be

saw forward using even,

I

N. Flat File

1. A hardened s of Steel with rid

surfaces/having a handle at o.- end.

2., Usec Smoothing
/7

3. 7Smeibthing metal or ood surfaces:'

grasp handlefirmly:apd place file on

surfaces to be smoothed; push forward

anddowneyenly.

I'

0. Round File

1." khardened round shakck'of steel with

ridged surfaces haing a han)le at

' one 'end.

2. Used for smoothirig.concave surfaces or

reaming holes.

3. Smoothing concave,surfices or reaming

holes.: graSp handle fiiAly7and pike

file-on,sullace to wo*d push
forward --and flown eve ly..

.

4.

1=.

0_2

4

Single
Cut-

.Double ."

.Cut
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P. File

4. A hardened :triangular shank orsteel

with. ridged surfaces having a handle

at one end:

-2. Used for smoothing surfaces or remov-

ing metal between grooved edges.

, 3. Smoothing surfaces or removing metal

between grooved edges: grasp handle Y

firmly and place file on surface to

be worked. Pith forward and down

evenly.

Q. Plumb' Bob,

1. A peridant-like pointed object sus-

pended by string or cord.

2. 'Used for marking lines as being plumb

with two points at different eleva-

tions.

3.` Marking lines: line up string at

upper mark orlocation andr'scribe

mark at point of bob at lower eleva-

tion4

0

R. BallPeen,Ilammer

1: A woodeh handle with metal affixed to'

one endjdesigned to"strike metal

objects.
.

2: Used fOe:

d, metal shaping.

,'. :b. striking metal chisels' or punches.

. 3. Meta,,1 snapi-fig: hold handle firmlyin-

. one hand; with smooth evenbiows

strike material to be shaped.

..;

C

File Sections

t
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4. Itriking metal chisels or punChes:

hold chisel or punch with one hand;

with the other hand hold the hammer

handle firmly with the flat surface

facing the chisel Or punch. With

smooth even'blows,strike the top 00,

of the chisel or,punch while bending

the elbow.

S, Cold Chitel

1. .A,hexagonal shank.of steel with a

blade at one end and flat at the

other for striking with a hammer.

;.
.

drilling.

2. Used for

4. rutting metal.

b, cutting cast iron pipe.

3. Cutting metal: hold the chisel

in one band anal glace on metal to be

cut. 'Strike end of chisel with

measured blows.

4. Mark pipe to be cut all the way

around. Place chiSel on mark and

strike end'of chisel with hammer.

Move to'next spot\on mark anl repeat.

Continue until pije,is cut through.

Center Punch

k A.shank of steel with a point at one

end'and square at the t,ther for',

striking with'a hammer.

2. Usecio mark metal:surfaces:for

3. To'mark metal 'Surface: .place.point.';

on desired spot;,and strike the

square end with a ball peen hammer%
. .

ti
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) UN Cl aw HaMmer
,

.
I: A wooden handle with metal affixed t

one edg,designec to pound or *pull

nails.

. 2: Used to a -

a. pound nail. . is..

b. pull nail .1 -

3. Pound-nail: hold handlefiroly in one

hand with hammer head facing away from

you. With smooth even,blowS,strike

nail head while bending elbow.
.

Remove nail: work claw end of hammer

luider nail heaki.113' Pull evenly on han-

die.,

V. Sledge Hammer (5-pound)

'1. A wooden handle with metal affixed t

one end, designed to strike heavy

blpws.

2. Used for
/.

a. breaking Concrete.

b. other heavy-duty uses.

'3. Breaking concrete: 'after puttingon

sakty glasses, hold handle firmly;

with smooth even blows strike con-.

crete. -

W. Level -

-I.* An instrument containing partially
,

filled vials set at'900 to, each other

2. Used to determine true horizontal.

3. Determipe true_horizontal: slay

level on object-to be-leveled and

read,,positicin of air bubblein

4

S
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Pipe Wrench

I. A metal wrench with an adjustable "L"

shaped jaii.at one end. ,

. Used for gripping pipe.and internally

threaded fittin4. .

1, Gripping pipe and internally threaded

fittingt;. adjust jaw to appropriate

pipe .size by turning knUrle&ring at'

jaw; Grip Wrench with 6nebr two -

tiads (depending on Size of "pipe 4,

wrench) and pull clockwise Ultightew

internally threaded fittings onto

threaded pipe. ,Pull wrench counter-,

Clockwise to remove or loosen inter-
,

nally threaded fittings.
.; ".

.4

Y. Kick Saw'

I. P thin metal blade with sha'rp toothed.

Oge and handle at one end.

. 1 2. Used to cut metal.

3. Cut metal: secure.:metal. and mark cut;

grasp saw:handle firmly and place

bla,de on mark. Draw 'saw slowly to

start cut. Push.forward with even,

smooth str:Okes:
.

-0
Z. Basin' Wrench

I. A long shank of metal with a slidikig,

"T" handle atone end and an adjust -

able toothed jaw and dog at the other

end.

2. Used to tighten or loosen nuts or

bolts in area's difficult to reach.

41,
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3. Tighten ot loosen nuts or bolts:
1

grasp basin wrench in onelitand near,

the 7 handle; adjuSt jaWfor tight:

eniKg orjoosening nut. Pface.jaw

arouni nut and turntiaafelclockwise

to tighten nut or counter-clockwise.

loosen nut.
4 :)

AANCopper Tubing Cutter
4

4
1. A cramp-.like device1with rollers and-

"an 44justable cutting.wheel.

1 f.

1

4. 2. Used to at soft
L.

;._

soft"tdbing:

-cut is desired.

I.
.$

b.

"

S.

tubing. 0

mazk'tublng'where.

Open tubing CUttet

by'ti:trning'wheel bandit on end's,

counter7clockw4ise to-open. Place

bing utter around tubing.on mark;

Turn wheel handle clockwise until

cutting wheel touches tubing. Remove

tubing cutter around tubing. Two

turns, then turn wheel, handle clOckwis

'again. Repeat until tubing is cut

through. Insert ream point of tubing

cutter in end of tubtng and twist

left and right 'to remove-burrs.

Wood Saw

1. Athi', metal blade/with s'harp,toothed

edge and handle atone end.

2., Used' to cut wood.

3. Cut wood: secure wood and mark cut.

Grasp saw handle firmly Lind place

blade on mark,; draW saw slowly to

start cut. Push forward with even

smooth Strokes:

git

f

ILS PL-FI-II
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`cc. -Adjustahle-end' Wrench

1.- A metal wrench' with an adjustable
smooth jaw that `forms a square opening

with the bogy of the wrench.
Used to tighten or loosen bolts and
nuts.

3. Tighten or lOoseh. bolts or nuts:
'place wrenct, of appropriate size on
410 of -b-Cfrt or ntii: With one hand

clockwise..to tighten bolt Or,
nut or pull- ,counter - clockwise to
loosen 'bolt or nut.

DD. SocketWrenches

1 i A metal- cylindrical.device

opening. at, one end to fit specific
.
zes, of nuts or bolts. A- ratchet. .

, handle fits the other end,
2.'- Used to tighten or loosen huts or

bolts.
!3. ,To tighten or loosen nuts on bolts:

insert the ratchet handle in' corre-
spcnding 'opening of socket. 'Set.
ratchet -dandle to .10osen or itighten;

lo ,

#' pull handle in desired ,direction.,
e ° ,

.EE,.; Hex-head Wrench -,

,,,-,,..., bolts.
--

, .,
3. 'Tighten Orlic

ft
osen- hex'head !kilts:

:

grasp hex key. -wrench of;-appropriate

'size, in otie hand; inse;rtshoift end
into,-bex,fiead Olt.. Pull Oickwise,/ ,,

14to- tiatiten, bolt or pull,,counter...

1. A hexagonal shank of metal, with one

short end turned.90° with its length,'
. Used tighten or loosen hex) head

4 'We

" c
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cdriOckwise to loosen.

FF. Torque .Wrench

1. A T-handle ratchet wrench with a,

hexagonal socket.at One end.

2. Used to tighten east iron fitting,

(not hub couplings) bands.

3. Place socket fiver nut on'hub coupling

and turn clockwise to tighten.

GG. Bull Point

1, A heavy shank of metal with a point

at one end and square.at.the other

for ,striking with a hammer.

2. Used for breaking concrete.

3. Breaking concrete: .after putting On

,safety glasses, hold shank in one hand

and place at desired_location. 'Strike

heavily with sledge hammer:
0 1,

HH. Wood Chisel

1. A shank'of metal with a sharp blade

at one end and squarie at the other

end for striking with a hammer.

2. Used for chiseling wood.

3. Chiseling woodvollace flat-of blade ,

on drea to be chiseled; strike square

end with Measured blows.'

II. -Long-mose,Pliers

1. A scissors-like tool with flat long

2. Used for gripping small items orwie.

_jaws fdr gripping.

e,

1 ,



3. Gripping small items or wire: shold.,

'pllier in one hand, place,jaws around,

object and squeeze handlesi together.

JJ. Box-end Wrench

o

-1. A metal wrench with an opening at

each end corresponding to various-

44zie sizes of nets an), baits.

Z. Used to tighten or loosen nuts .and

ts. , ,

3. Tight or loosev nuts and bolts: -c/

place wrenctrgf appropriate' size on ",;1"7:'

tiiead of .01f; or 'nut. With-one hand

pull clockwiSe to tighten nut or bolt,

orOull counter-clockwise to loosen -1

2 -bolt or nut.
co

KK.: Diagonal Cutters

A

A

`1.. A'scissors-like tool with short sharp

jaws.

2. Used to cut wire or cotter pins.

3. Cut wire or cotter pins:, hold cutter

irn one 'hand and place jaws' around

object to be cut; squeeze. handles

together..

Tape Measure
_ .

°1. An expandable metal tape with inches

and feet, marked .,Long its. rength

starting with zero..

2. Used td-measure linear 'distances.

,3. :place end of tape on object to'be

measured ind;eXpand -to desired t.
1 /

'length.

p

6



:MM. 'Plastic.PipeCutter

1. A Clamp-like device with rollers and

an adjustable cutting wheel and built-

in reamer.

2. Used for cutting plastic pipe.

3. .Mark where cut is desihed. Open pipe

cutter by turning wheel handle on

end counter-clockwise; place pipe

cutter around Pipe centered sn mark.

Turn wheel handle cloCkwise until

cutting wheel touches pipe. Grasp

handle and revolve pipe cutter around;

pipe two turns. Turn wheel handle

'clockwise again. Repeat 'until pipe

iscut through. Insert'reamer and

,) twist left apd right.
o

.

O

-^%

o
111,41

,D,

O
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:MM. 'Plastic.PipeCutter

1. A Clamp-like device with rollers and

an adjustable cutting wheel and built-

in reamer.

2. Used for cutting plastic pipe.

3. .Mark where cut is desif.ed. Open pipe

cutter by turning wheel handle on

end counter-clockwise; place pipe'

cutter around pipe centered sn mark.

Turn wheel handle clOckwise until

cutting wheel touches pipe. Grasp

handle and revolve pipe cutter aroundi

pipe two turns. Turn wheel handle

'clockwise again. Repeat until pipe

iscut through. Insert'reamer and

twist left and right.

O

-

I.

ILS PL-RI-04C

A

.

O

O
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9.0'Materials/Plumbing

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The-student WI be able to identify and explain the use
of.common plumbing materials.

4
INTRODUCTION: The skilled worker is able to select the correct material for thd
jot).

I

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLIk TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

9.1, GalvanizedSteel
.

A. Water distribution fittings inside or

otitside'a building

1. Popular sizes 1/2" to 2".

B. Basic fittings

1. 90° elbow.

.2.. 45° elbow.

3. Tee, reducing tee.

5. Reducer.

6. Bushings, union.'

Demonstrate and Explain

ILS CO-CP-55

ILS CO-CP-52

90°
60o

22 1/2°

Elbows

.r.



C.' Galvanized pipe available in 21' lengths',.

popular sizes 1/2" through 2"

D. Fittings and pipe are4joined by llthread-

ing"

9.2 Copper

A. Water'disti.lbution fittings inside or
.

outside a building

1. Popular sizes 1/2" through 2".

B. Basic fittings

1. 90
o

elbow.

2. 450 elbow.

3. Tee, reducing tee.

4. 'Coupling.

5. Reducer.

6. Union.

C. Hard copper pipe is available in. 20'

lengths; sbft copper pipe is available in.

60' coils;'popular sizes 1/2" through 2"

D. Fitiinglari pipe are joined by solderirig

9.3 ABS

A. Plastic drainage and vent fittings

(acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene) inside

buildings-and outside sewers,.



B. Basic fittings

1 90° drainage elbow.

2. 90
o
vent elbow..

3. Wye

4. Cleanout tee..

5. Sanitary tee, reducing tee.

6. Combination Wye a 1/8 bend; ..)

7. Closet flange.

8. P- trap.

9. Coupling:

10. Reducers.

).

C. ABS plastic pipe is available in 20'

lengths, popular sizes 1 .1/2 through 4",

black in color.

D. Fittings and pipe are joined by solveiit

cementing.

9:4 PVt

A: Plastic water distribution fittings out-
.

side buildings (polyvinyl- chloride)

B. Basic fittings*,

.1.. 90" elbow.

2. Tee, reducing tee.

3. 45° elbow.

4. Adapters male and female.

5. Couplings.

. 6. Reducers.

-

C. PVC plastic pipe is available.in 20'

lengths; popular sizes 1/2" through 2"%

white.in color

Sanit;ry Tee'
Tee

Sanitary Cleanout
Cross Tee

Sanitary Reducing
Tee Wye

ILS PL- RI -04C
AP '

Double ildb .°

'1/8 Bee 1/4 Bend

DOuble 1/4 Benda'

?



-D. Fittings and ipipe are joined by "solvent

cementing"

9.5 Cast Iron

A. Drainage fittings inside and outside

buildings

B.. Basic fittings

1. 90° drainage elbow.

2. 45° drainage, elbow.

3. Wye.

4. Cleanout:tee.

5. Sanitary tee.

6. Reducing tee.

-v. Combination wye and 1/8 bend.

8. Closet flange.

P-trap.

10. Reducers.

- c

Cast iron NO HUB pipeDis available in
. -10' lengths; popular sizes 1 1/2" through

c-

D. Fittings and pipe are joined by "NO-HUB"

coUplings

. r

ILS PL-RI4IIC

1/8 :-d) 1/6 .14,16

'Offset

Bends

A

Long,

101



9/5 Cast Iron

A. Drainage fittings'inside and outside

buildings

B. Basic fittings

1. 90° -drairiage elbow.

2. 45° drainage elbow.

. 3. Wye.'

4. Cleanout tee.

5. Sanitary tee.

6. Reducing tee.

7. Combination wye and 1/8 bend.

8. Closet flange.

9. P-trap.

ILS PL- RI -OIC

N

1/8 10 .1016

, .

OffSet 1 Long

10' lengths; popular sizes 1 1/2" through

4"
.



10.0 Plumbing Processes

. 4
0

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to describe and explain thereason for various plumbing
processes, as well as to demonstrate basic-skillprofiency in their execution.

INTRODUCTION: The skilled worker is able to perform common tasks efficiently andexpertly.

I

PRESENTATIOg

.

'C

. TEACHING OUTLINE

TEACHING.METHODS.AND'AIDS

10.1 Basic Processes

A. Cutting Steel Pipe

I. Selectpipe.--

2. Secure pipe in vise.

3, .lark "pipe.

4. Cut pipe..

B. Threading Steel Pipe

I. Secure pipe in vise.

2. Select die.

3,.Apply die.

4.' Apply oil during cutting.
. 6

5. Cut ,threads.,

Demonstrate and Explain.

ILS',CO-CP-55

Refer to Instructor Guide

8.0 Tools% for Technique'

ILS CO-CP-55

;

ir

1u3



C. Reaming Steel Pipe

1. Secure pipe in vise.

4._ Insert reamer in pipe.

3. Ream pipe.'

D. Joining Steel Pipe and'Fittings

-I. Secure pipe.

2. Apply joint compound.

3.. Place fitting on threaded pipe end:

' 4. 'Tighten fitting.

E. Cutting Copper Pipe,

I. Select pipe.

2. Secure-pipe.

. 3. Cut pipe with tubing cutter.

F. Reaming Copper Pipe.

I. Secure pipe iiS 'hand or vise. -

2. Insert reamer into pipe.

3. Rotate reamer left and right.

Joining copper Pipe.and Fittings

1. 'Clean pipe,

2. Clean :fitting.,

Apply -flux to fitttng:

4. Apply flux to. pipe end.

5.. Insert pipe into fitting.

6. Heat fitt4cg with torch.

7. Apply solde'r to joint.

H. Cutting Plastic Pipe' ABS-PVC)

, (hand saw miter box method)

I. Select pipe.

2. Mark pipe. 4

Secure pipe

4. Cut with saw.
. .

A

A



3

I. atting Pidstic Ript (ABS-PVC)

(wheel 9tter- method)

1. Select,pipe.

2. Mark pipe

3. Place cutter on ma'k.

4. Cut pipe. 7

J. Ream P)asticPipe (ABS-PVC)

1 Insert knife'or reamer" nd twist.

K'.

,

Joining PVC Plastic Pipe and fittings'

1. Glean inside' fittings with primer

cleaner.
.

2. Clean end of'pipe with primer Cleamer.

3 Apply solvent cement insidg fitting.,

4. Apply solvent cement on end'of pipe.

5. pisert pipe into fitting and turn.

1/4 circle.:,

6. Hold together for a few seconds.

L. Joining ABS Pi e and fittings

(AcrYlonfirile- tadiene-Styrene.)

1. Clean fitting with

2. Clean pipe end with cloth.

31:"*Apply sOVent to fitting:

Ak Apply solvent to pipe end:

5. Insert pipe end into fitting.

6. Tu'rn pipe An fitting 1/4 turn.

7.. Hold for.several seconds.

Cutting Cast Iron Pipe w.

(Snap Cutter Method) ,

1. Lay pipe on ground,w4th one end on

'2 X 4.

2. Place snap cutter chain _on

cut.

ILS PL- RI -01C

2
105

1



44,

' Joining Ust Iron, Pipe and Fittings

(No-Hub sand Method)

1. Select Pipe..-,',F4-
,.

2. Select Fitting. %a

3. Apply NO-HUB band topipe.

4. Insert fitting into NO=HUB band.

5. Align fitting and pipe.

` 6. Secure NO-HUB band with tbrque wrench.

,SUGGESTED READING

Fala, Mario J.

Uniform Plumbing Code Study Guide

International' Association of Plumbing and
Mechanical Officials, 1977

2. New Jersey Department of Education- -

I llow--A Vocabulary Game for the Plumbing
Trade

State tdF. New.Jersey Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education
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11.0 Basic Plumbing Repair Concepts

INSTRUCTIONAL. OUTCOMES: Student will demonstrate and execute basic trade skillV,

by completing a project tothe,satisfactionjof the instructor.

'INTRODUCTION: This instructional unit provides students an opportunity to

,practice' techniques followed in the Pacific Northwest; eppropriate techniques

"vill have been learned in previdus topics in this guise. ,

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE

11:1. Leaky Faucet Repair

A. Removal of Faulty Washer

1. Shut off water supply to dripping
4

faucet.

2: Remove faucet handle retaining screw.

3. Remove handle.

4. Removevalve retaining.nut with

_wrench or slip joint Pliers.'

a. use'protetiye,cloth between nut

and pliers.

Unscrew valve stem froM faucet.

A

TEACHING MET4ODS AND AIDS

Explain and Discuss

Administer Proje6t Sheet

7



5,

6. Check'for weir.

a. stem threads.

b. washer'-

c. seat: .
.

7. Remove old' washer an retaining'screw

(if any).

B. Res,eat Valve-Face-with .Sealing Tool -

1. Clockwise turns with firm - pressure.

C. Re-assembly of Faucet . -

1. Replace new washer and retaining

screw if necessary) .'

2. Replace valve stem, into valve.

A

3. Prepare threads of faucet with teflon

tape or pipe joint compound.

4./Replace retaining nut'with wrench or'

slip joint pliers.

a: use protective material between

nut and tool.

5. Replace handle and retaining-screw

and cap (if.necfssary).

6. Restore water` supply to_faucet.

T. Check systemjor leaks.

a. turn on faucet.

8. Clean, up work area.

I

t

1

, ,

I,.

,

M

.1 c..)

t../

1



PLUMBING PROJECT SHEET,

(

. Indoor fixture.

///
The student will complete this project, involving replacing a washer, grind a

valve seat and re-assemble a fixture, using appropriate tools safely, to, industry

standards.

'REQUIREMENTS ,

A dripping faucet and sut-off valve for branch of leaking faucet (or shut-off main.

TOOLS

slip-joint pliers or 'pipe wrench

assorted screwdrivers

re- seating iooi'-

MATERIALS

(, faucet valve washer assortment

rag(s) or cloth(s)

--tefton tape-or-pipe joint compound

4

a



a

4

HANV.



e' ^",

STEPS TO COMPLETION:

1. Shut off water siippily to dripping falicet; if shut off at main, be sure to
allow for turning off hot water heater if required.

2. Remove cover cap from top of-faucet handle .(if necessary

A

3. Remove retaining screw. °

.0
4. Remove handle; use care, not force.

5. Remove valve retaining nut.using appropriate wrench or slip-joint plier.
Protect metal surface with rag or other soft material.

6. Unscrew valve stem froM faucet.'

7. Check valve stem threads for wear.

8. Check washer for weal-.

9. Select replacement washer.

10 Remove old washer and replace with new one.
';

11. Re-seat valve seat with seating tool; several turns (usually clockwise only
with fimpressure.

-.12. Replace valve stem into valve.

13. Using teflon_tape or joint compound, prepare threads on valve.

1A.,Replace*retalning usinrprotective.material and wrench or' slip-joint plier..

15. Replace .handle, adju4ting to proper location in the full "off" position.

16. Restore water at shut-off valve.

"IP
17. Check for leaks at faucet valve retaining nut and shut-off valve (disturbing
. shut-off -valve may cause a leak of its own).

18. Replace handle retaining screw.
_

19. Replace cover cap (if necessary).

20. Clean ,up.
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INSTRUCTIONS A

TASK INVENTORY

PLUMBER

P a 911

.1061111e

Analyst.

In the ;RIM 01 the page are 14f en 11.01015.5 Of columilsedting specific ques
tionsnboutlhe Entry Uwe!, hrtokiiency oi P,erforinnnce and Instruction At-
tained Al An "` shoulebe-phked: by the analyst, opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the, "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY 'OF PER- aFORMANCE" sections. Section .three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"is to be completed by state

representative persons selected by the state
.department specialist.

-

inky
Level

Frew/vi y of
Performance

-.---
In%1,,c t ,,
Attamodot

m 9
=..
o
c.-0
a-

I
Nn
0

>
3
0
c

0
3
gt

3
0....

-Tb
...$

>

=-

?
MD

X',
8

I,
P3
3
e
9

4.
.9

43a

?
,

0''"
l'
(--
0
o-

F:,.

10

i&
:Xi
"4
4.i

4
Duty
No.

Task
No.

. Task Description
.

i

.

.

1

I

1

[Ai
;W
i

t.,

I -
1...........

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8 -

9

.

110

11

12

ROUGH-IN DRAINAGE INSTALLATIONS

- ---- x
x . x

X1-x
4

x
x

x

X

x

__x

.x

X.

x
x

Layout'and assemble building sewer
_____ -- _Layout and assemble building drain___ __

Layqut and assemble soil and waste stacks .
Layout and assemble soTT-and waste drains

_ x x x

x x

x x
).c- x

._ _____ -Layout and assemble drain vents . x
..Layout ._and_siisemble traps_ ,

xLayout and assemble cleanouts.
x,

Calculate the-fixture unit capacity of a _x _ ._...L.L.'_...
x . x x

_a..
L

.soil_stack
b. . soil drain - x x xF: waste -rta-c-k

--

, .

x x' x

x x x
x x x

-x x x

x x

---x

x
x

x

x

.

d. waste drain
e. stack vent

----- ---f. vent.statk L____
g. other vents

Calculate .the fixture unit value of the following
installations.:--

._ _ _
a. "bathtubs
b. bidets , ______

x

x
x

-x. x

x x
x x

x x
...,..

x x

x

x
x

x

x

-x

x

c. dental units or cuspidors
. . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _d. drinking fountains

x
_ __ x

_ e. flgor drains_- _ 14
. _,,L,_ -x. %xi,

x '--t.i. ),..x
f . laundry tubs
T. clothes_ washer ,_______ x .x xh. showers

x x x x

x -x

. .

x x

x

.

'X'ir

i. sinks

______
x .

x-
x

x'

- ----j. urinals ,
k. wash basins ___ _ ... .

1. water closets .
-.Select-the correct types of matey accordin-g----t-F-----. ___ __L__

-

x
x

-'x

.

g -"X'
the use intended ,

,

useSelect and ,the correct type of fitting according
x xl X

YI Y

to the use intended '
xLocate and.removeifrain stoppage
Y

11.3

r
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TASK INVENTORY
A

2

INSTRUCTIONS

t manipulative

PLUMBER

Job, Title

Analyst. and knowledge relating - the , .....,- ---.
to the F.ght of the page are three sections of columns liking specific4oues- Entry Freotiency of 1.,..t...,1....

Level Performance Attawejailions about the !shy Leyel,Frequency of Performance and Instruction At.
tamed Ai. An -r. should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in- the appropriate bekit of the "ENTRY LEVEL." and "FREQUENCY OF PER- 9 T 9' 1 o 2Ir& & ,43 3 . 7FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT" --,.. 3 !..". ' 3 i-- ro_I > 'is to be completed by state representative persons selected bithe state , 4... 3 ... 3 "o 440 0 > .department specialist.

m g 3
....

.,4 rr ft"
.

.

c
tv 3'

...2

-.
kt:t 2
13 koDuty Task . . ..rask Description

No. No.

1 13 Use appropriaterAnstruments for accurate measurements
-:-- __._ .

a,..,. non-precision instruments- _ __ __ x_ x x x._b precision' instruments x x_ _ _
,

I-

2 0 INSTALL COLD WATER SYSTEM
1 Calculate water pressure for the meter - ,x
2 CaTculate pressure----fiirt-he water service ,r x x Ti<
3 Install water meter'and strainers x x x x._
4 Install water service \ . . x x x x5. Measure pipe used in supply piping sy-srems

x x
6 Layout pipe and fittinos used in sued chins s stems x x x7 Prepare pipe and fittings used in supply piping system x x x_

.8 Assemble pipe and fittings used in, supply piping systet x
9 Install various types of pipe and fittings, using

"the -fOlIoTiflig mater) al
. bras x

. :I, _xx_b. copper _____._____ .. . _ __
Tx_ __c c . cast iron x x x x

d. _gal vaniz4 mall eable iron x__ _ _
e.. _galva_nized wrought iro'n x x x x
f._galvani7pri_stPPl_ . . -.4__g, lead_

x
h. PE .

. x x xi. P.V.C.
. .

3

_ .

- _ _ . _ .
0 INSTALL HOT WATER SYSTajo ,1 .

1 Layout hot water heatel. x x_ .2 Install hot water heater , ... x x x x
3 Install water valves ancl'filtings . . x. x x.
4 Calculatilressure -for hot water supply , x x x x___ ._ ..__ _.
5 Measure pipe used in hot water system

' x x', x x. - ---__ ---_---
6 Layopt.pipe and fittings used in hot water stirIply _.

pi ping system
7 Prepare pipe and :Fittings used in hot water supply

piping system . x
. .



Duty
No.

Task
No.

16.

TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS

List each manipulative and inow .111relating to the job listed above
To the right of The p\a%:e three sections of columns asking specific ques-
tions about the Entry L el:Frequency of Performance and'Instructron At.
tained At An should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER.
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to be completed by state representative persons selected by the state
department specialist.

Task Description

Pt UMBER

Page

Job Title

Analyst

Entry Frequeil, y of
Level Performance

3

AtLiffied at

,4

3 'ssemble' pipe_aLd fittings. used in hOt water suppler.__
piping system

9 Install various types of pipe & fittings used in 3 hot

water supply _piping system, using the following_materi
a. brass.
b. copper ,

castc. iron
_

d. galvanized malleable iron

e. galvanized wrought iron
f. _galvanized steel
g. lead

0 'INSTALL GAS SYSTEM .

Layout and size gas piping
2 Assemble pipe and fitting

Install gas pipe system

'a.- heater
b. igas stoVe--'

--C. -gas- uniciLe
d. others - --

5 !'repave job-.to meet test_and_inspection requiremeht4
6 Service gas _piping and appliances

0 INSTALL FIXTURES__
,1 Select plumbing_ fixtures to comply with established

specifications and code
2 Install fixtures: -

a. bathtubs

b. bidets

c. dental units or cuspidors .

d. drinking_ fountains

floor drains

laupdrytubs_

g. clothes_washers

h., 'showers__

i. sinks

j. urin.

x `x
X X X

X X X

Xi--
, x x

X

x --x- x

x _

f.
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IRSTRUCTIONS

TASK INVENTORY

d o skill rolat

PLUMBFR

Page
4

Job Title

Ys

To the.right of the page are three sections of columns asking specific ques .47?

tions about the Entry Level, Freqiiencsy of Performance and Instruction `At-
Mined At. An' , ' should be placed; by the analyst, opposite each task in

.. the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
, , ,FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT''

is to be completed by state representative persons selected by the state
department specialist,

. .

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

kstrucfi.n

Attained at

m

3

,

0
;
4
i'o-

(^,

1-i-

>
g,
=.0

>
!
1
>
0c
=

0

.g

0

I
t
n

(7.-0

0
13

-<
oor

in4

0
T.F

o
:-.4

o

0
10

g0

erra.

3o'

Duty,
No.

Task ,

No.'
, Task Description ,,

5

6

,

.

.

. .

2

.

4

0

_

_
3

k. wash basinsr
1. water closets__ __ _____ _

Repair aid service various and trim 4
'x

x x

x

x x

x x

x.
x

x

x

_plumbing_fixtures
Use necessary precautions to protect Public Health

BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING .

.

Construct basic blueprint drawings as they apply to
x

.

x xplumbing -

SeJeCt_Arid draw symbols which iv b 'u9ed on said ,

,

blueprint drawing ,

x

Use instruments to draw.and,sketch basic_plumbing

. x

/ x
x

.

x x

x x

1( x

4 .

_layouts
,

a. architects scale x
x

.

4

0

1.

2

3

4

0

1

.

b. engineers'scale

c. metric scale x x x X

i_li___gnaphic scale
X X X

x

x
_e. protractor ____ x

x

X

Ixf. triangle and compass . , x

nterpret OuePrints_and_schematic drawings for: x x
' 4

a._ take,off
c

x

x

x , x x

x x x
,

b. _construction purposes . .

c. bidding_ %,
, a

x x x x

4
7.

RIGGING

Construct scaffolding x x x x
. .

Use correct hoisting signals 9

-..
L

Tie and rig knots and hiteMS Tel'
Use correct procedures i n attaching lifting equipment

x- x x x etx

x e
Xi

t
x x

-

WELDING
_ __-

,
. ,

__

.Use various types' equipment: .

k. x
.

x x x A
,

a. cyrer . r x x x x x
i--xb. bul .

- x x x,

c. guages_
-'-----

. _ _ - x x -x -X X
x ----.X Xd. tips ,

4 X

-. e. torches 0 , X x' x x



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS,

List each manipulative and knowledge,skill relating to the job listed above.
To the right-of the page, are threl sections of columns asking specific ques-
tions about the Entry Level, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At-
tained Af. An Y" should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in

the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is fo be completed by state representative persons selected by Ae state
depectment specialist.

PLUMBER
Job Title

Duty Task
No. No.

Task Description
a

_
Analyst

5

0'

8_

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction.
Attained at

m

3
O

O >,

3 c
o
e -0-

0

Co)

3
3
o.

a
a

, _hoses
K. x_

g. personal protecfive equipment \ x x

h., tools x x_ ,
, ____

1. safety_equipment , x x

MALMTAIN SAFE WORKING CONDITIONS

Wear appropriate clothing

Wear protective devices thltLprovide ecurity from
.., .0

. a. hard hat
b. safety glasses

c, glove
d.. dust mask

e. shiel______________

fe___procetiOs in lifticg _____ tx_. x....1____x, t---

Locate and.jdentify equipment guards and markings that
alert personito hazards , . x x X

--,-
Apply OSHA standards for the plumbing and construction
1-ra-d-esTh ,--v--------- X x ,

atti

X X X

X X

X .X X X

X-

0 e 0, FIRST_AID

1 Administer_basic first aid techniques

1,1 0
'

CODE
7,-

1 Apply code requirements for all installations

'*e--4'.

to .

-4- 1.

"X x

X

et 4

1-

'2


